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Section 1: Executive Summary
This report presents an object-oriented implementation of full state feedback control for virtual
power plants (VPP). The components of the VPP full state feedback control are (1) objectoriented high-fidelity modeling for all devices in the VPP; (2) Distribution System Distributed
Quasi-Dynamic State Estimation (DS-DQSE) that enables full observability of the VPP by
augmenting actual measurements with virtual, derived and pseudo measurements and performing
the Quasi-Dynamic State Estimation (QSE) in a distributed manner, and (3) automated
formulation of the Optimal Power Flow (OPF) in real time using the output of the DS-DQSE,
and solving the distributed OPF to provide the optimal control commands to the DERs of the
VPP.
The infrastructure of this integrated system is the object-oriented high-fidelity device modeling
within the monitoring devices of the VPP. The modeling approach starts from physically based
models of power devices referred to as compact device models. Any existing model can be used
as a compact device model. The compact model should be mathematically correct, meaning that
the number of states and control variables should be consistent with the number of equations
describing the compact model and the controls should be realizable. A quadratization procedure
and the quadratic integration process are then applied to the compact device model, and the end
result is an object-oriented, in a standardized syntax, interoperable model which is referred to as
state and control algebraic quadratic companion form (SCAQCF). The DS-DQSE and OPF
solvers work directly with the SCAQCF models without any other input (autonomous operation).
The second component of the approach is the DS-DQSE, a critical component for full state
feedback control. The DS-DQSE provides in real-time the estimated states and validated models
by performing QSE. The DS-DQSE is implemented in a distributed architecture where a
distribution system (feeders) are partitioned into several sections. This partition is arbitrary with
each section containing an arbitrary number of loads and resources, controllable or not. The DSDQSE runs for each section. It requires that there is at least one local phasor measurement at
each section. Given the measurements and the device SCAQCF models in a distribution system
section, the DS-DQSE creates the measurement mathematical model at device-level. Then, with
the help of network formation techniques, the measurement mathematical model from devicelevel are converted to network level measurement models. The state estimation algorithm works
directly with the measurement mathematical models at the network level. The DS-DQSE
provides a quantitative probabilistic consistency check between the network measurement model
and the network model. Specifically, the DS-DQSE provides the best estimate of the states, the
differences (residuals) between the measurements and the model predicted measurements as well
as the expected standard deviation of these quantities. The DS-DQSE it also determines whether
there are bad data and/or model discrepancies by the chi-square test. In case of such bad data, the
source is identified by hypothesis testing. The overall process provides the best estimate of the
state and the validated model of the distribution section. Finally, the output of each DS-DQSE
for each section is sent to the distribution management system where the state and model of the
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entire distribution system is constructed from the states of each section at a specific time stamp.
We refer to it as the real-time operating conditions and model.
The real time operating conditions and model (also in SCAQCF syntax) enables the optimal use
of distributed energy resources (DER) units and provision of ancillary services incorporating
operational constraints. This is achieved by automatically forming and solving an optimal power
flow with appropriate objective. In this report, the objective is the levelization of the voltage
profile along the distribution circuit. The formation of the OPF problem is automatic by simply
using the objects of the network (in SCAQCF syntax) and the operating constraints (also in
SCAQCF syntax). The automatically formulated OPF problem is then solved to provide the best
settings of the various controls of the DERs as well as utility controls such as capacitor bank
switching, tap changes, etc. The optimal power flow solution algorithm of the OPF solver is an
iterative linear programming method. At each iteration, the OPF is linearized using the co-state
method. The resulting linear optimization problem is in terms of only the control variables. The
problem is converted to a linear program in standard form and solved to provide the optimal
settings of the control variables. The process is repeated to convergence. A couple of iterations
typically suffice. In the actual implementation, the computed optimal settings of the control
variables can be transferred to the hardware that control the corresponding devices.
This report is organized as follows. Section 3 introduces the object-oriented high-fidelity device
modeling approach. Section 4 illustrates the architecture and operation of DS-DQSE. Section 5
presents the definition and formation of the quadratized OPF problem. Section 6 presents the
solution algorithm of the OPF problem. Section 7 presents an example test data for one section in
the distribution system. Section 8 shows the example event data. Section 9 illustrates the
implementation of DS-DQSE in a specific distribution system section. And section 10
summarizes the whole report.
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Section 2: Introduction
The concept of the Virtual Power Plant (VPP) is quite general referring to collection of resources
and power circuits that are under a coordinated control to make them behave as an entity which
can respond to commands and behave as a controllable and dispatchable resource. A VPP can be
a distribution system section with controllable loads and resources, a microgrid, etc. In this
report, we focus on a distribution system section with resources and we focus on making this
subsystem behave as a dispatchable plant by controlling the cluster of resources in this section.
The report presents an object-oriented implementation of full state feedback control for VPPs.
Figure 2.1 shows the integrated system of the VPP full state feedback control. An object-oriented
method is used to represent models. Then, the Distribution System Distributed Quasi-Dynamic
State Estimator (DS-DQSE) is applied to enable the extraction of the real time model and
operating conditions of the VPP by performing Quasi-Dynamic State Estimation (QSE).
Subsequently, an Optimal Power Flow is autonomously formulated and solved to provide the
optimal controls. The optimal controls are send to the appropriate devices.

Physical Plant

Control
Command

OPF Solver

Device SCAQCF
Models

Measurements

Form Quadratized
OPF Problem

Network SCAQCF
Model

Device-Level
Measurement
SCAQCF Models

Models & Operating
Condition
DS-DQSE

Network
Measurement
SCAQCF Model

Figure 2.1: Integrated and Autonomous System of VPP Full State Feedback Control
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The infrastructure for the integrated system is based on object-oriented high-fidelity device
models for each device in the VPP. In this application, all device models are in quasi-dynamic
domain, which ignore fast electromagnetic transients but include differential terms for slow
dynamics such as those arising from electromechanical oscillations or the actions of a controller.
The modeling approach starts from physically based models of power devices, referred to it as
compact device models. Any existing model can be used as a compact device model, and these
models are in terms of states and control variables. A quadratization procedure is then applied to
the compact model if the compact model order is higher than two. This procedure consists of
introducing additional variables to reduce higher order terms to nonlinear terms of highest order
two. The result of this step is a quadratized device model in terms of state and control variables,
which is referred as state and control quadratized device model (SCQDM). The SCQDM is then
numerically integrated using the quadratic integration method for the purpose of converting it
into an algebraic model that is referred to as the state and control algebraic quadratic companion
form (SCAQCF). The syntax of the SCAQCF has been standardized and any power device can
be converted into this form. The SCAQCF object is interoperable and usable by any application.
For example, the DS-DQSE as well as the OPF formulator and solver work directly on the
SCAQCF models without any other information.
The DS-DQSE requires measurements obtained on the system to perform the dynamic state
estimation. Any measurement, irrespectively of the source of the measurements, i.e. actual,
virtual, derived or pseudo, can be also expressed in the SCAQCF syntax. With increasing
deployment of smart meters and other grid sensors in distribution systems, the amount of
available measurements is growing. The measurements are expressed as functions of the state in
the SCAQCF syntax and in this form are utilized by the DS-DQSE to perform a dynamic state
estimation. The process of creating the measurement models in SCAQCF syntax is automated.
Specifically, given the measurement set and all the SCAQCF device models, the measurement
models are first developed at the device level, i.e. they are expressed as functions of the state
variables of individual devices. Subsequently, the mapping between device states and system
states is developed and the measurement models are converted from device level to system level.
In this form, the DS-DQSE performs a dynamic state estimation with the measurement models in
terms of system state variables. The process is outlined in Figure 2.2. The dynamic state
estimation includes an observability test, the actual state estimation and bad data detection and
identification. Specifically, once the network SCAQCF measurement model is created, the DSDQSE performs an observability test to determine that there are enough measurements to
observe/compute the state. Subsequently it performs the dynamic state estimation and the chisquare test which checks the consistency between the estimated state and the network model. If
this test indicates the presence of bad measurements, the DS-DQSE initiates the bad data
identification and removes the bad data. The end result of the entire process is a validated model
and a validated operating condition which can now be used for a variety of applications. In this
report we outline the application of optimizing the voltage profile of the feeder.
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Figure 2.2: Flow Chart of Network SCAQCF Measurement Model Creation
As shown in Figure 2.3, the DS-DQSE is implemented in a distributed architecture. This is a
novel approach compared to present available state estimation applications that are based on a
centralized architecture and executed in the control center. The distribution system (feeders) can
be partitioned into several sections while each section containing some controllable loads and
resources (i.e., each section is a VPP component). The DS-DQSE is executed at each section of
the feeder using local phasor measurements to perform DQSE for this local section. It is required
that there should be at least one GPS synchronized measurement so that the computed best
estimate of the state will have associated with it the time stamp for which this state estimate is
valid. This is a critical requirement as the Distribution Energy Management System (DEMS)
takes the state estimates for each distribution section with the exact time stamp and synthesizes
the state estimate for the entire distribution system.
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Figure 2.3: DS-DQSE for a Distribution System
The advantages of the distributed architecture are numerous. First of all, the state estimation
algorithm is implemented using only local measurements to estimate the states in this local
distribution section. Thus, the large data traffic is confined within the section, and the state
estimator works on a small dimension subsystem compared to the one processed by a centralized
state estimator. Secondly, since the dimension of the problem solved by DS-DQSE is
significantly decreased, the execution time of the state estimator is fast (i.e. execution of once per
cycle has been achieved). Thirdly, the relatively small dimension of the system allows very
detailed power system models (three-phase dynamic models, instrumentation inclusive). The
three-phase, instrumentation channel inclusive model for the power system can eliminate the
estimation errors from the imbalanced operations and asymmetric models, as well as the
measurement errors introduced by the instrumentation channels. In addition, because of the
proposed measurement set, we increase the measurement redundancy of the distribution system
section, which leads to more accurate estimation results. Last but not least, only the states and
the validated model of each section are sent to the DEMS. This dramatically reduces the data
communications and makes the whole state estimation system more efficient.
The DS-DQSE works as follows. Firstly, a data concentrator collects all the data from all IEDs in
a specific section and converts and synchronizes these data into a C37.118 data stream. A local
DS-DQSE is installed in this section and uses only the measurements from this section for the
purpose of avoiding the requirement of obtaining and transmitting measurements via
communication channels from other sections. Note that for this approach, data from at least one
GPS-synchronized device is required in each section in order to synchronize all the data in the
system. After the state estimation, the estimated states, and validated models for each section are
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produced and sent to the Distribution Energy Management System (DEMS) where the system
wide state estimate and model is synthesized.
The system wide state estimate and model, validated with the DQSE, is used to formulate and
solve an Optimal Power Flow (OPF) to optimally control distributed energy resources (DER)
units and/or provide ancillary services incorporating local network constraints. The objective
function of the OPF can be user selected and the choices can be numerous. In this report, the
objective is to improve the voltage profile along the distribution feeder. After defining the
objective function, the formation of the OPF problem is automatic by simply using the objectoriented SCAQCF network model. As a matter of fact, the power flow equations of the model
become the equality constraints of the OPF problem, and the operational constraints of the model
become the inequality constraints of the OPF problem. Since all the equality and inequality
constraints as well as the objective function is quadratic, the formulated OPF problem is a
quadratized OPF problem. The general expression of the quadratized OPF problem is:

T
T
Minimize : J  Yobjx
x  Yobju
u  x T Fobjxx x  u T Fobjuu u  u T Fobjux x  Cobjc


 
 

 T i
  T i
  T i

subject to : 0  Yeqx x  Yequ u  x Feqx x   u Fequ u   u Fequx x   Beq  I

 
 


 
 

where : Beq   N eqx x (t  h )  N equ u(t  h )  M eq I (t  h )  K eq

(2.1)


 
 

 T i
  T i
  T i

Yineqx x  Yinequ u   x Fineqx x    u Finequ u    u Finequx x   Cineqc  0

 
 


 
 

u min  u  u max

The automatically formulated quadratized OPF problem is solved by the OPF solver. The
optimal power flow solution algorithm used in this report is briefly introduced as follows. The
algorithm first uses the co-state method to linearize the OPF problem so that the OPF problem is
converted into a linearized problem in terms of only control variables, i.e. the equality
constraints (power flow) are used to eliminate the state variables. Subsequently, the linearized
problem is converted into a linear program in standard form and it is solved with a simplex type
algorithm. The computed control variables are inserted to the equality constraints which are
solved to determine the new operating condition of the system. This is equivalent to a solution of
the power flow problem. If the updated operating point violates any new constraints, then the
violated constraint is added to the OPF problem and the process is repeated until convergence.
The end result of the OPF solver is the optimal controls which are send to the appropriate
devices.
The proposed OPF solution algorithm is robust and highly efficient. Robustness is achieved by
virtue of starting from a feasible but not optimal solution and at each iteration the solution moves
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the operating point in the feasible region while approaching the optimality. Therefore, at each
iteration of the algorithm the solution iterate represents a feasible solution. High efficiency
implies less runtime compared with traditional solution methods for the OPF problem. The
reasons are as follows. Firstly, the algorithm models the OPF problem as a quadratic problem for
fast convergence. Secondly, the algorithm identifies the active constraints gradually and adds
them to the modeled constraint set if needed. These features of the algorithm ensure that at each
iteration, the dimension of the problem is the smallest possible for the specific distribution
system.
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Section 3: Object-Oriented Device Modeling
This section describes a high-fidelity standardized modeling approach for power devices that
enables object-oriented analysis in electric power systems.
As shown in Figure 3.1, the modeling approach starts from physical based models of power
devices referred as compact device models. Any existing model can be used as a compact device
model. In general, these models are in terms of states and control variables. A quadratization
procedure is then applied to the compact model. This procedure consists of introducing
additional variables to reduce higher order terms to nonlinear terms of highest order two. In case
the compact model is linear or quadratic, this procedure is not needed. The end result is a
quadratized device model which in general is also in terms of states and controls. The
quadratized device model is integrated for the purpose of converting it into an algebraic model.
We have selected the quadratic integration method for the integration. The reason for this
selection is that the quadratic integration method has better properties than the popular
trapezoidal integration method and it is also reasonably manageable (from the complexity point
of view). The integration process transforms the state and control quadratized device model
(SCQDM) into a state and control algebraic quadratic companion form (SCAQCF).

Compact
Device
Model

Quadratized
Model

A Set of
Algebraic &
Differential
Linear &
Nonlinear
Equations
&
Inequalities

Quadratized
Equations &
Inequalities, the
Highest Order is
Second Order

Addition of State
Variables

State and
Control
Algebraic
Quadratic
Companion
Form
(SCAQCF)

Quadratic
Integration

Figure 3.1: Object-Oriented Modeling Approach
It is also important to note that the models are in quasi-dynamic domain, where the compact
models typically ignore fast electromagnetic transients but include differential terms for only
slow dynamics such as those arising from electromechanical oscillations or controller actions.
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This section is organized as follows: the quasi-dynamic domain SCQDM is described in Section
3.1, the quasi-dynamic domain SCAQCF device model is described in Section 3.2; and an
example to illustrate the object-oriented modeling is described in Section 3.3.

Section 3.1: Quasi-Dynamic Domain State and Control Quadratized
Device Model
The quasi-dynamic domain state and control quadratized device model (SCQDM) is used to
represent the physical model and it is a preliminary step to obtain the quasi-dynamic State and
Control Quadratic Companion Form (SCAQCF) device model. All the terms in SCQDM are at
most second order. The specific syntax of the model is provided below with the following
selections/requirements: (a) list all the linear equations for through variables first; (b) list all the
remaining linear equations; (c) all differential terms only appear in the linear equations; (d) list
all the remaining quadratic equations; (e) the equations containing through variables must be
listed first; (f) the highest order of the model is second order. The requirements are always easily
met by introduction of additional state variables. Note that the phasors are divided into real and
imaginary parts in quadratized device model and that all the elements in the matrices are real
values. The general expression for SCQDM is:
dx(t )
 Ceqc1
dt
dx(t )
0  Yeqx 2 x(t )  Yequ 2u(t )  Deqxd 2
 Ceqc 2
dt
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Connectivity: TerminalNodeName
Normalization Factors: StateNormFactor, ThroughNormFactor, ControlNormFactor

subject to :

h min  h(x, u)  h max
u min  u  u max

where:
I (t ) : the through variables of the device model;
x (t ) : external and internal state variables of the device model;
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u (t ) : control variables of the device model, i.e. transformer tap, etc.;
Yeqx1 : matrix defining the linear part for state variables in linear through variable equations;
Yequ1 : matrix defining the linear part for control variables in linear through variable equations;

Deqxd 1 : matrices defining the differential part for state variables in linear through variable

equations;
C eqc1 : constant vector of the device model in linear through variable equations;
Yeqx 2 : matrix defining the linear part for state variables in linear virtual equations;
Yequ 2 : matrix defining the linear part for control variables in linear virtual equations;

Deqxd 2 : matrices defining the differential part for state variables in linear virtual equations;
Ceqc 2 : constant vector of the device model in linear virtual equations;
Yeqx 3 : matrix defining the linear part for state variables in the remaining quadratic equations;
Yequ 3 : matrix defining the linear part for control variables in the remaining quadratic equations;
Ceqc 3 : constant vector of the device model in the remaining quadratic equations;

Feqxx : matrices defining the quadratic part for state variables in the remaining quadratic equations;
Fequu : matrices defining the quadratic part for control variables in the remaining quadratic

equations;
Fequx : matrices defining the quadratic part for the product of state and control variables in the
remaining quadratic equations;
TerminalNodeName : terminal names defining the connectivity of the device model;
StateNormFactor: Normalization Factors for the states;
ThroughNormFactor: Normalization Factors for the through and zero variables;
ControlNormFactor: Normalization Factors for the controls;
h min  h(x, u)  h max : operating constraints;
umin , umax : lower and upper bounds for the control variables;
Y fx : constraint matrix defining the linear part for state variables;

F fx : constraint matrices defining the quadratic part for state variables;
Y fu : constraint matrix defining the linear part for control variables;

Ffu : constraint matrices defining the quadratic part for control variables;

Ffux : constraint matrices defining the quadratic part for the product of state and control variables;
C f : constraint history dependent vector of the device model.

Section 3.2: Quasi-Dynamic State and Control Algebraic Quadratic
Companion Form
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The next step is to integrate the quasi-dynamic domain SCQDM model to derive an algebraic
equivalent model. For this purpose the quadratic integration method is used. The end result is the
quasi-dynamic domain State and Control Algebraic Quadratic Companion Form (SCAQCF).
Note that this modeling standard can be applied to any device in the power system. The
advantages of the SCAQCF device model are (a) it does not contain differential terms, it is
algebraic, the dynamics are expressed in terms of past history terms, (b) the highest order is
second order, and (c) it is easily cast into a standard syntax so that the utilization of the model
can be performed by object oriented algorithms. The final expression for the quasi-dynamic
domain SCAQCF device model is:
 I (t ) 
 0 



 
 

 0 
 T i
  T i
  T i


  Yeqx x  Yequ u   x Feqx x   u Fequ u   u Fequx x   Beq
I (tm ) 

 
 


 
 

 0 


 0 
Beq   N eqx x(t  h)  N equ u(t  h)  M eq I (t  h)  K eq
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i
i
i
h(x, u)  Y feqx x  Y fequ u  x F feqx x   u F fequ u   u F fequx x   C feq

 
 


 
 


Connectivity: TerminalNodeName

subject to :

h min  h(x, u)  h max
u min  u  u max

Normalization Factor: StateNormFactor, ThroughNormFactor, ControlNormFactor
where
I (t ) and I (tm ) : the through variables of the device model;

x : external and internal state variables of the device model, x  [x(t ), x(tm )] ;
u : control variables of the device model, u  [u(t ), u(tm )] ;
Yeqx : matrix defining the linear part for state variables;

Feqx : matrices defining the quadratic part for state variables;
Yequ : matrix defining the linear part for control variables;

Fequ : matrices defining the quadratic part for control variables;
Fequx : matrices defining the quadratic part for the product of state and control variables;
Beq : history dependent vector of the device model;
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N eqx : matrix defining the last integration step state variables part;
N equ : matrix defining the last integration step control variables part;
M eq : matrix defining the last integration step through variables part;
K eq : constant vector of the device model;

TerminalNodeName : terminal names defining the connectivity of the device model;
StateNormFactor: Normalization Factors for the states;
ThroughNormFactor: Normalization Factors for the through and zero variables;
ControlNormFactor: Normalization Factors for the controls;
h min  h(x, u)  h max : operating constraints;

umin , umax : lower and upper bounds for the control variables;
Y feqx : constraint matrix defining the linear part for state variables;

Ffeqx : constraint matrices defining the quadratic part for state variables;
Y fequ : constraint matrix defining the linear part for control variables;

Ffequ : constraint matrices defining the quadratic part for control variables;
Ffequx : constraint matrices defining the quadratic part for the product of state and control

variables;
C feq : constraint history dependent vector of the device model.

Yeqx

Yequ
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Section 3.3: Object-Oriented Modeling Example
In this subsection, an IGBT-based converter average model with a P-Q controller is presented as
an example of object-oriented device modeling. The compact model of the physical circuit, the
quadratized model and the SCAQCF model are described respectively.
The diagram of the converter with a P-Q controller is demonstrated in Figure 3.2. The control
variables of the system are the desired output active and reactive power ( Pref and Qref ) of the
converter. This can be achieved by controlling the modulation index of the converter and the
phase angle difference between internal voltage Ea and terminal voltage Va . The parameters of
the converter model are the resistance on the DC side and the inductance on the AC side.
Pref

Controller
Qref
P

Q

m



VAD

DC-AC Converter
VKD

Figure 3.2: P-Q Control Converter
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Va
Vb
Vc

VAD

r

I AD

+
Ls

Ia

Ea

Ib

Eb

EDC

Ec

Ic

Va
Vb
Vc

VKD

I KD

r

Figure 3.3: Circuit Diagram of the DC-AC Converter
A summary of this model in the standard form is as follows. First, the states are listed below.
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State Index

Description of States

States

Units

0

Real part of VAD

VADr

kV

1

Imaginary part of VAD

VADi

kV

2

Real part of VKD

VKDr

kV

3

Imaginary part of VKD

VKDi

kV

4

Real part of Va

Var

kV

5

Imaginary part of Va

Vai

kV

6

Real part of Vb

Vbr

kV

7

Imaginary part of Vb

Vbi

kV

8

Real part of Vc

Vcr

kV

9

Imaginary part of Vc

Vci

kV

10

Real part of E DC

EDCr

kV

11

Imaginary part of E DC

EDCi

kV

12

Real part of Ea

Ear

kV

13

Imaginary part of Ea

Eai

kV

14

Real part of Eb

Ebr

kV

15

Imaginary part of Eb

Ebi

kV

16

Real part of Ec

Ecr

kV

17

Imaginary part of Ec

Eci

kV

18

Real power output

Pac

MW

19

Reactive power output

Qac

MVAr

20

Modulation index

m

No unit
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Voltage magnitude of Va

Vamag

kV

mEDC

kV

mEDC OverV

No unit

s1

No unit

s2

No unit

Controls

Units

Pref

MW

Qref

MVAr

Additional variable (modulation
index times DC link voltage)
Additional variable ( mEDC over

22
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Vamag )
Additional variable (sine function

24

of the angle difference between Ea
and Va )
Additional variable (cosine
function of the angle difference

25

between Ea and Va )
The control variables are:
Control Index
0
1

Description of controls
Reference real power for P-Q
controller
Reference reactive power for P-Q
controller

The parameters are:
Parameter
Index
0
1
2
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Description of Parameters
Converter equivalent
resistance
Converter equivalent
inductance
Proportional coefficient of
PQ controller for real
power

Parameter
Variable

Default Setting

r

0.03 ohm

L

0.08 mH

PK p

1.0

3
4

5

Integral coefficient of PQ
controller for real power
Proportional coefficient of
PQ controller for reactive
power
Integral coefficient of PQ
controller for reactive
power

PK I

200.0

QK p

1.0

QK I

200.0

The final equations for the model are listed below. The detailed derivation of this model is
provided in Appendix A.
Equation Set 1 (linear through equations):
I ADr 

VADr  VKDr  EDCr
2r

(3.1)

I ADi 

VADi  VKDi  EDCi
2r

(3.2)

I KDr 

VADr  VKDr  EDCr
2r

(3.3)

I KDi 

VADi  VKDi  EDCi
2r

(3.4)

I ar 

1
V  Eai 
 Ls ai

I ai  
I br 

1
V  Ebi 
 Ls bi

I bi  
I cr 

1
V  Ear 
 Ls ar

1
V  Ebr 
 Ls br

1
V  Eci 
 Ls ci

I ci  

1
V  Ecr 
 Ls cr

Equation Set 2 (linear internal equations):
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(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

1
3
0   Ear 
Eai  Ebr
2
2

(3.11)

3
1
Ear  Eai  Ebi
2
2

(3.12)

1
3
0   Ear 
Eai  Ecr
2
2

(3.13)

0

0

3
1
Ear  Eai  Eci
2
2

(3.14)

0   K P1

dPac
ds
 K I 1  Pref  Pac   1
dt
dt

(3.15)

0  KP2

dQac
dm
 K I 2  Qref  Qac  
dt
dt

(3.16)

Equation Set 3 (quadratic equations):

0

1
2
VADr EDCr  VKDr EDCr  EDCr

  Pac
2r

0  EDCi
0
0

(3.17)
(3.18)

1
 Var Eai  Vai Ear  Vbr Ebi  Vbi Ebr  Vcr Eci  Vci Ecr   Pac
 Ls

(3.19)

1
V 2  V E  V 2  V E  V 2  V E  V 2  V E  V 2  V E  V 2  Vci Eci   Qac
 Ls ar ar ar ai ai ai br br br bi bi bi cr cr cr ci

(3.20)

0  m  EDC  mEDC

(3.21)

0  Var2  Vai2  Va2,mag

(3.22)

0  mEDC  Va ,mag  mEDC OverV

(3.23)

0
0

1
2 2
1
2 2

mEDC OverV Var  Ear  s2  Eai  s1

(3.24)

mEDC OverV Vai  Eai  s2  Ear  s1

(3.25)

0  s12  s22  1.0
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(3.26)

Operation Constraints:
 I DC ,max 

1
1
1
VADr  VKDr  EDCr  I DC ,max
2r
2r
2r

0

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
Var2  2 2 Vai2  2 2 Ear2  2 2 Eai2  2 2 Var Ear  2 2 Vai Eai  I AC
,max
 L
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls

(3.c2)

0

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
Vbr2  2 2 Vbi2  2 2 Ebr2  2 2 Ebi2  2 2 Vbr Ebr  2 2 Vbi Ebi  I AC
,max
 L
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls

(3.c3)

0

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
Vcr2  2 2 Vci2  2 2 Ecr2  2 2 Eci2  2 2 Vcr Ecr  2 2 Vci Eci  I AC
,max
 L
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls

(3.c4)

2 2
s

2 2
s

2 2
s

0.0  m  1.0
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(3.c1)

(3.c5)

Section 4: Automated Construction of Measurement
Models
This section introduces the computational procedure which enables data from sensors to be
steamed and used by the distributed quasi-dynamic state estimation. With increasing deployment
of smart meters and other grid sensors in distribution systems, the amount of available
measurements is growing. These measurements as well as the other measurements proposed in
Section 4.1 form the DS-DQSE measurement set that enables the estimation of the distribution
system operating state. Given the measurement set and all the device models in a distribution
system section, the DS-DQSE creates the measurement models at device-level, i.e. the
measurements are expressed as a function of the device states. Then, a network formation
algorithm creates the mapping between the states of individual devices to the state of the network.
Using the mapping, each measurement model is transformed into a model in terms of the
network states. In this form, the measurements are used to perform a dynamic state estimation
and provide the best estimate of the network states. The dynamic state estimation basically
quantifies the consistency between the measurements and the network model. The estimated
states and the validated model for the whole distribution system section together with a
quantitative confidence level for the validity of the model and states is provided to the
distribution management system. This output information from the DS-DQSE can be used for
any application that requires the real time model and operating conditions of the VPP.
The organization of this section is as follows. Section 4.1 describes the measurement definition
set for DS-DQSE. Section 4.2 introduces an object-oriented way to create the device-level
measurement model. Section 4.3 describes the network-level measurement model creation. And
Section 4.4 illustrates the algorithm of distributed quasi-dynamic state estimation.

Section 4.1: Measurement Definitions
With increasing deployment of smart meters and other grid sensors in distribution systems, the
amount of available measurements is growing. These measurements enable implementation of
distribution system state estimators to provide real-time models and operating conditions of the
distribution network. To further increase redundancy and accuracy of the estimated states, we
propose the state estimator measurement definition set where the measurements are classified
into four types:
(a) actual measurements: measurements from actual measurement channels, i.e., any
measurements from any IEDs (relays, meters, FDR, PMUs, etc.);
(b) derived measurements: measurements derived from actual measurements based on topology.
Figure 4.1 shows an example of creating a derived measurement in a distribution system section.
In the figure, three-phase current measurements from B13 to B14 and three-phase current
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measurements of the capacitor bank at B25 are available. Thus, as shown in equation (4.1), the
three-phase current from B13 to B12 is computed by applying Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL),
which is treated as a derived measurement.



I B13_B12,abc   I B12_B13,abc  I B25,abc



(4.1)

Figure 4.1: Example of a Derived Measurement
(c) virtual measurements: mathematical quantities defined by physical laws, such as KCL,
model internal equations, etc. Figure 4.2 shows an example of creating a virtual measurement in
a distribution system section. In the figure, three-phase current measurements from B301 to
B300 and three-phase current measurements from B301 to B302 are available. According to
KCL, the sum of these two three-phase current measurements at B301 is zero, which is treated as
a virtual measurement as shown in equation (4.2).
0  I B301_B300,abc  I B301_B302,abc

(4.2)

Figure 4.2: Example of a Virtual Measurement
(d) pseudo measurements: not directly measured, represent quantities for which their values are
approximately known, such as missing phase measurements, neutral/shield voltage
measurements, neutral currents, etc.
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Section 4.2: Construction of the Measurement Model at Device Level
The construction of the network measurement model consists of two steps. The first step is to use
the given device model file and the measurement definition file to create the SCAQCF
measurement models associated with each device. These device-level measurement models
contain device-level actual, derived, pseudo and virtual measurements. The second step is to
construct the network SCAQCF measurement model from device-level measurement models.
This step is achieved by first using the given device model file and the network interface node
name list to create the network SCAQCF model and the mapping lists. Then we create the
network measurement model from device-level measurement model via mapping lists while
adding additional virtual measurements (network KCL equations) from the network SCAQCF
model. The whole procedure is shown in Figure 2.2.
This subsection introduces the procedure to create the device-level SCAQCF measurement
models from measurement definitions as described in Section 4.1. The problem is stated as
follows. Given all the devices in the network and all the measurement definitions from each
device, construct the device measurement model in SCAQCF syntax. The construction must be
performed automatically. The construction of the device measurement model is illustrated below.

Actual Across Measurement:
An actual across measurement of one device is a linear combination of state variables of this
device, i.e.
z (t )  Ax(t )   ,

where z (t ) is the measurement, A is the linear coefficient matrix, x(t) is the device state vector,
and  is the noise error provided by the meter.

Actual Through Measurement:
The actual through measurement equation is obtained from the device model. For instance, if
there is a current measurement at the jth terminal of a device, then the measurement model is the
equation corresponding to the jth terminal in this device model, i.e.

 
 

 T i   T i   T i 
z (t )  Yzx x(t )  Yzu u(t )  x Fzx x   u Fzu u   u Fzux x   N zx x(t  h)  N zu u(t  h)  M z i (t  h)  K z  

 
 


 
 


where z (t ) is the measurement, Yzx is the linear coefficient matrix for state variables, Yzu is the
linear coefficient matrix for control variables, Fzxi is the quadratic part for state variables , Fzui is
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i
the quadratic part for control variables , Fzux
is the quadratic part for the product of state and

control variables , N zx is the linear coefficient matrix for past history state variables, N zu is the
linear coefficient matrix for past history control variables, M z is the linear coefficient matrix for
past history through variables, K z is the constant value, and  is the noise error provided by the
meter.

Derived States Measurements:
A derived state measurement of one device is a linear combination of state variables of this
device, i.e.
z (t )  Ax(t )   ,

where z (t ) is the measurement, A is the linear coefficient matrix, x(t) is the device state vector,
and  is the noise error provided by the meter.

Derived Functional Measurements:
The derived functional measurement equation is obtained from the device model. For instance, if
there is a derived current measurement at the jth terminal of a device, then the measurement
model is the equation corresponding to the jth terminal in this device model, i.e.

 
 

 T i   T i   T i 
z (t )  Yzx x(t )  Yzu u(t )  x Fzx x   u Fzu u   u Fzux x   N zx x(t  h)  N zu u(t  h)  M z i (t  h)  K z  

 
 


 
 


where z (t ) is the measurement, Yzx is the linear coefficient matrix for state variables, Yzu is the
linear coefficient matrix for control variables, Fzxi is the quadratic part for state variables , Fzui is
i
the quadratic part for control variables , Fzux
is the quadratic part for the product of state and

control variables , N zx is the linear coefficient matrix for past history state variables, N zu is the
linear coefficient matrix for past history control variables, M z is the linear coefficient matrix for
past history through variables, K z is the constant value, and  is the noise error provided by the
meter.

Virtual Measurements:
Virtual Measurements are those that express physical or mathematical laws such as Kirchhoff
Current Law. For instance, the zero sum of the currents at a common node is a virtual
measurement.
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i
0  Yzx x(t )  Yzu u(t )  xT Fzxi x   uT Fzui u   uT Fzux
x   N zx x(t  h)  N zu u(t  h)  M z i (t  h)  K z  

 
 


 
 


where Yzx is the linear coefficient matrix for state variables, Yzu is the linear coefficient matrix
for control variables, Fzxi is the quadratic part for state variables , Fzui is the quadratic part for
i
control variables , Fzux
is the quadratic part for the product of state and control variables , N zx is

the linear coefficient matrix for past history state variables, N zu is the linear coefficient matrix
for past history control variables, M z is the linear coefficient matrix for past history through
variables, K z is the constant value, and  is the noise error.
Pseudo State Measurements:
A pseudo state measurement of one device is a linear combination of state variables of this
device, i.e.
z (t )  Ax(t )  

where z (t ) is the measurement, A is the linear coefficient matrix, x(t) is the device state vector,
and  is the noise error of this pseudo measurement.
Pseudo Functional Measurements:
The pseudo functional measurement equation is obtained from the device model. For instance, if
there is a pseudo current measurement at the jth terminal of a device, then the measurement
model is the equation corresponding to the jth terminal in this device model, i.e.

 
 


 
 

i
z (t )  Yzx x(t )  Yzu u(t )  xT Fzxi x   uT Fzui u   uT Fzux
x   N zx x(t  h)  N zu u(t  h)  M z i (t  h)  K z  

 
 


 
 


where z (t ) is the measurement, Yzx is the linear coefficient matrix for state variables, Yzu is the
linear coefficient matrix for control variables, Fzxi is the quadratic part for state variables , Fzui is
i
the quadratic part for control variables , Fzux
is the quadratic part for the product of state and

control variables , N zx is the linear coefficient matrix for past history state variables, N zu is the
linear coefficient matrix for past history control variables, M z is the linear coefficient matrix for
past history through variables, K z is the constant value, and  is the noise error of this pseudo
measurement.
The measurement models at the device-level can be expressed as a vector function with the
following general expression. Note that the general expression below becomes a part of the
device object (the SCAQCF object).
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  T i
  T i

i
z  Ydevm , x x(t )  Ydevm ,u u(t )  xT Fdevm
x

u
F
u

u
F
x


,x 
devm ,u 
devm ,ux   Cdevm  η

 
 


 
 

Cdevm  N devm , x x(t  h)  N devm ,u u(t  h)  M devm i (t  h)  K devm

Measurement noise error: dMeterScale, dMeterSigmaPU
where:
z : measurement variables at both time t and time tm, z  [z(t ), z(tm )] ;

x : external and internal state variables of the measurement model, x  [x(t ), x(tm )] ;
u : control variables of the measurement model, i.e. transformer tap, etc. u  [u(t ), u(tm )] ;
Ydevm , x : matrix defining the linear part for state variables of the device-level measurement model;
Fdevm, x : matrices defining the quadratic part for state variables of the device-level measurement

model;
Ydevm ,u : matrix defining the linear part for control variables of the device-level measurement
model;
Fdevm,u : matrices defining the quadratic part for control variables of the device-level measurement
model;
Fdevm , xu : matrices defining the quadratic part for the product of state and control variables of the
device-level measurement model;
Cdevm : history dependent vector of the device-level measurement model;
N devm , x : matrix defining the last integration step state variables part of the device-level

measurement model;
N devm ,u : matrix defining the last integration step control variables part of the device-level
measurement model;
M devm : matrix defining the last integration step through variables part of the device-level
measurement model;
K devm : constant vector of the measurement model of the device-level measurement model;
dMeterScale : the scale that meters use (in metric units);
dMeterSigmaPU : the standard deviation for the measurements (in per. unit).

Section 4.3: Construction of the Measurement Model at Network Level
This section introduces the procedure to create the network-level SCAQCF measurement model.
This task is achieved by two subtasks: (1) Create the network model of this distribution system
section and the mapping lists from devices to this network; (2) Use the mapping lists to create
the network-level SCAQCF measurement model from device-level SCAQCF measurement
models and add the network KCL equations as additional virtual measurements to the network
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measurement model. Figure 2.2 shows the flow chart of network-level SCAQCF measurement
model construction. And the general procedure is described here.
The first task is to form the network SCAQCF model. The purpose of the network formation is to
(1) provide the mapping lists (states, equations, controls, and constraints) from devices to the
network, and (2) provide the network KCL equations at the common nodes. Notice that the
formation procedure is object-oriented, in other words, given all the device SCAQCF models in
this network and the network interface node name list, the results are the automatically
constructed network SCAQCF model and the mapping lists. Appendix B illustrates the detailed
object-oriented algorithm for constructing the network SCAQCF model and its SCAQCF
expression.
The next step is to form the network SCAQCF measurement model. This task is achieved by
using the mapping information to transform the measurement model from device-level to
network-level. Specifically, given the network SCAQCF model and the mapping lists, the
network SCAQCF measurement model is automatically constructed. It is accomplished by the
following two subtasks: (1) Use the mapping lists (device states to network states, device
equations to network equations, and device controls to network controls), the states and controls
in the device-level measurement models are replaced with network-level states and controls; (2)
Add network KCL equations as additional virtual measurements to the network-level SCAQCF
measurement model. The detailed object-oriented algorithm for construction of network
SCAQCF measurement model appears in Appendix C.

Section 4.4: Distribution System Distributed Quasi-Dynamic State
Estimator (DS-DQSE)
This section introduces the architecture and the algorithm of DS-DQSE. As a distribution system
section with a cluster of controllable loads and resources, VPP acts as a critical role in the
distribution system operation and control. To optimal control the VPP, the accurate operating
condition and accurate distribution system model are required. And DS-DQSE is able to solve
this problem.
DS-DQSE has following characteristics to fit and support the VPP: (a) State estimation and data
validation: DS-DQSE provides real-time estimated states, validated measurements. and validated
models through distributed dynamic state estimation. Notice that in addition to the actual data
collected from IEDs, several other types of measurements are defined, resulting in high
measurement redundancy. Such high redundancy guarantees the accuracy of the estimated states
and the network model of VPP. (b) Anomalies detection and root cause identification: the hidden
failures such as blown fuses, cut wires, etc. or human errors such as incorrect entry of system
parameters such as CT and VT ratios, incorrect instrument transformer connection (delta/wye)
can be detected and identified. (c) Missing data creation: the missing data can be estimated and
created in case of temporary loss of data.
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As shown in Figure 4.4, the DS-DQSE is implemented in a distributed architecture. This is a
novel approach compared to present available state estimation applications that are based on a
centralized architecture and are executed in the control center. The distribution system (feeders)
can be partitioned into several sections while each section containing some controllable loads
and resources (i.e., each section is a VPP). Each section installs a DS-DQSE to perform QuasiDynamic State Estimation (QSE) for this local section. QSE incorporates slow dynamics (e.g.,
electromechanical transients of rotating electrical machines, controls of power electronics, etc.)
while neglecting fast electromagnetic transients. The advantage of the distributed architecture is
numerous. First of all, the DS-DQSE is implemented using only local measurements to estimate
the states of the local distribution section. Thus, the data traffic is confined, and the state
estimator works on a small dimension of the system compared to the one processed by a
centralized state estimator. Secondly, since the dimensionally of the problem solved by DSDQSE is significantly decreased, the execution time of the state estimator is fast (i.e. at each
cycle). Thirdly, the relative small dimension of the system allows very detailed power system
models (three-phase dynamic models, instrumentation inclusive). The three-phase,
instrumentation channel inclusive model can eliminate the estimation errors from the imbalanced
operations and asymmetric system, as well as the measurement errors introduced by the
instrumentation channels. In addition, because of the proposed measurement set, we increase the
measurement redundancy of the distribution system section and therefore more accurate
estimation results. Last but not least, only the states and validated models of each section are sent
to the distribution energy management system (DEMS). This feature dramatically reduces the
data communications and makes the whole state estimation system more efficient.
Distribution System

Local DS-DQSE

Local DS-DQSE

Local DS-DQSE

Distribution
Management System
(DMS)
Local DS-DQSE

Local DS-DQSE

Figure 4.4: DS-DQSE for a Distribution System
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The DS-DQSE works as follows. Firstly, a data concentrator collects all the data from all IEDs in
a specific section and converts and synchronizes these data into a C37.118 data stream. A local
DS-DQSE is installed in this section and only uses all the measurements from this section for the
purpose of avoiding the requirement of obtaining and transmitting measurements via
communication channels from other sections. Note that for this approach, data from at least one
GPS-synchronized device is required in each section in order to time tag the estimation results
with GPS accuracy. After the state estimation, the estimated states, validated measurements, and
validated models for each section are sent to the DMS where the system wide estimated states
and model are synthesized.
The estimator is defined in terms of models, states, measurement sets and estimation methods.
The quasi-dynamic state estimation algorithm is object-oriented, i.e. all the models in the system
are expressed in SCAQCF syntax (described in Section 3) and the DS-DQSE operates directly on
these object models. The local state estimator uses the generated network-level SCAQCF
measurement models (see previous section) to perform QSE and outputs the estimated states,
validated measurements, and validated models. This approach allows efficient bad data detection
and identification, alarm analysis and root cause identification. The advantage comes from the
fact that in each local section, the DS-DQSE has greater redundancy of data compared to a
typical centralized state estimator based on SCADA data alone.

4.4.1: DS-DQSE Algorithm
The DS-DQSE uses three different methods to estimate the states: (a) Unconstrained Least
Square Method, (b) Constrained Least Square Method, and (c) Extended Kalman Filtering
Method. The unconstrained weighted least square (UWLS) method is briefly presented below.
From section 4.3, we have the network measurement model:
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  T i

i
z  Ynetm , x x(t )  Ynetm ,u u(t )  xT Fnetm
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Cnetm  N netm , x x(t  h)  N netm ,u u(t  h)  M netm i (t  h)  K netm

(4.3)

For a given state estimation, it is assumed that the controls do not change during this short period
and therefore are treated as constants. Therefore the measurements z are expressed as functions
of the states:


 T i

z  Ynetm, x x + x Fnetm , x x  - Cnetm + η  h  x   η




Cnetm  N netm, x x(t  h)  M netm i(t  h)  K netm
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(4.4)

where z is the measurement vector of the system, Ynetm , x is the linear coefficient matrix regarding
i
to the state vector x , Fnetm
, x is the nonlinear (quadratic) coefficient matrix, Cnetm is the history

dependent vector, N netm , x is the linear coefficient matrix regarding to the last integration step
state variables, M netm is the linear coefficient matrix regarding to the last integration step through,

K netm is the constant vector of the network measurement model, and η is the measurement error.
The standard deviation (the measurement error) of each measurement is part of the measurement
data and depend on the IED from which the data have been obtained. The pseudo-measurements
are not associated with any physical IED and their standard deviations are set as a relatively high
value (e.g., 0.1 p.u.). Virtual measurements are measurements with zero standard deviation. To
avoid numerical problems, a relatively small standard deviation is used (e.g., 0.001 p.u.).
The UWLS method minimizes the sum of the weighted squares of the components of the
residual vector. Mathematically:

Minimize J   z  t   h(x)  W  z  t   h(x) 
T

(4.5)

where W is the weight matrix with the weights defined as the inverse of the squared standard
deviations: W  diag 1/ 12 ,1/  22 ,

,1/  n 2  , and  i is the standard deviation corresponding to

each measurement zi .
Unknown state vector x is obtained by the optimal condition:

dJ dx  0

(4.6)

To obtain the solution of the nonlinear optimization problem above, we linearize the nonlinear
equations (the highest order is the second order in the measurement model) at the point x by
assuming that an initial guess x is very close to the optimal solution:
r  h(x )  h(x) / x

x - x   z


x=x

(4.7)

After we set
H  h(x) / x

x=x

,

(4.8)

and

z'  h(x ) + Hx + z ,

(4.9)

r = Hx - z' .

(4.10)

the equation becomes:

And the optimization problem is now expressed as:
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Minimize J   Hx - z' W  Hx - z' .
T

(4.11)

The optimal condition is when

0  dJ dx  2HT W  Hx  z' .

(4.12)

x =  H T WH  H T Wz' .

(4.13)

The solution is:
1

Upon substitution of the z' vector, we generalize the solution as an iterative equation:





xν+1 =  HT WH  HT Wz' = x -  HT WH  HT W h  x  - z .
-1

-1

(4.14)

After calculating the solution, we apply the chi-square test. The chi-square test provides a
mathematical method of evaluating whether the measurements fit the system model. The
procedure is as follows:
First, we compute the chi-square value as
2

 h (x)  zi 
   i
 .
i
i 


(4.15)

Then we apply the confidence level:
P  1  Pr( , ) ,

(4.16)

where  is the degree of freedom, which is the difference between the number of measurements
and states. If the confidence level remains 100%, it turns out that the measurements match the
system model, and if it is 0, the system must contain bad data or hidden failures, and the bad data
identification procedure is initiated. The state estimator will identify the bad data and remove
them from the measurement set. At the end, the computed best estimate of the state of this
section will be best for the given measurements.
The computed best estimate of this section and the network model are utilized to compute the
best estimate of the bad data, if any, and the best estimate of missing data, if any:
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z bad



 T i

= Yeqz_bad xˆ + xˆ Feqz_bad xˆ  - Beqz_bad + η





(4.17)

z miss



 T i

= Yeqz_miss xˆ + xˆ Feqz_miss xˆ  - Beqz_miss + η





(4.18)

where the model equations for the bad data and missing data are denoted with the subscript “bad”
and “miss”, x̂ is the best estimate of this network.
If the confidence level remains high, then the measurements are consistent with the network
model. In this case, the network model is validated, and the network model as well as the
estimated operating conditions are transmitted to the distribution management system (DMS) for
optimal control application.
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Section 5: Optimal Power Flow Formation
One of the applications of DS-DQSE output is the full state feedback control of the distribution
system. The DS-DQSE is able to continuously monitor the distribution network operating
condition, validate the models, and deliver the information to the controller in less than two
cycles. The accurate operating conditions as well as the validated models enable optimal use of
distributed energy resources (DER) to achieve an objective such as voltage control. For this
purpose on Optimal Power Flow is formulated using the validated model from the DS-DQSE as
well as the operating conditions from the DS-DQSE. Note that the equality and inequality
constraints of the OPF are constructed from the device-level and network-level models as
described in Appendix D. This section introduces the details of the definition and formation of
this OPF problem.
The OPF problem is formed using the quadratized model from DS-DQSE. By construction it is a
quadratized OPF problem of the following mathematical form:
T
T
Minimize : J  Yobjx
x  Yobju
u  x T Fobjxx x  u T Fobjuu u  u T Fobjux x  Cobjc


 
 

 T i
  T i
  T i

subject to : 0  Yeqx x  Yequ u  x Feqx x   u Fequ u   u Fequx x   Beq  I

 
 


 
 

Beq   N eqx x(t  h)  N equ u(t  h)  M eq I (t  h)  K eq

(5.1)


 
 

 T i
  T i
  T i

Yineqx x  Yinequ u  x Fineqx x   u Finequ u   u Finequx x   Cineqc  0

 
 


 
 

umin  u  u max

In this report, the objective is to improve the voltage profile across the network.
The formation of the OPF problem is achieved automatically by simply using the object-oriented
SCAQCF distribution network model. The problem is stated as follows. Given the network
model in SCAQCF syntax, define and form the various components in the OPF problem.
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Section 5.1: Definition/Formation of Equality Constraints
This section introduces the definition and formation of equality constraints in the quadratized
OPF problem. Since the equality constraints are obtained from the network model, they are also
in the SCAQCF form and their general expression is:

 
 

 T
  T
  T

i
i
i
0  g  x, u   Yeqx x  Yequ u  x Feqx x   u Fequ u   u Fequx x   Beq  I
. (5.2)

 
 


 
 

Beq   N eqx x(t  h)  N equ u(t  h)  M eq I (t  h)  K eq

Connectivity: TerminalNodeName
Normalization Factor: StateNormFactor, ThroughNormFactor, ControlNormFactor
where
I : the through variables of the network model;

x : external and internal state variables of the network model, x  [x(t ), x(tm )] ;
u : control variables of the network model, u  [u(t ), u(tm )] ;
Yeqx : matrix defining the linear part for state variables;

Feqx : matrices defining the quadratic part for state variables;
Yequ : matrix defining the linear part for control variables;

Fequ : matrices defining the quadratic part for control variables;
Fequx : matrices defining the quadratic part for the product of state and control variables;
Beq : history dependent vector of the network model;

N eqx : matrix defining the last integration step state variables part;
N equ : matrix defining the last integration step control variables part;
M eq : matrix defining the last integration step through variables part;
K eq : constant vector of the network model.

TerminalNodeName : terminal names defining the connectivity of the network model;
StateNormFactor: Normalization Factors for the states;
ThroughNormFactor: Normalization Factors for the through and zero variables;
ControlNormFactor: Normalization Factors for the controls;

As shown in Figure 5.1, three components in the network SCAQCF model construct the equality
constraints of the OPF problem. These three components are: (1) power flow equations, (2)
network node names, and (3) state, through and control variables normalization factors. Notice
that the formation procedure is object-oriented. In other words, given these three components as
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inputs, we construct the equality constraints of the quadratized OPF problem as the output. The
formation procedure first initializes the arrays defined for equality constraints, then copies the
corresponding arrays from the network model to the equality constraints. The detailed objectoriented algorithm of equality constraints formation is illustrated in Appendix E.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 5.1: Three Components in Network SCAQCF Model for Constructing Equality
Constraints

Section 5.2: Construction of Inequality Constraints at Network Level
This section introduces the definition and formation of inequality constraints in the quadratized
OPF problem. Since the inequality constraints are obtained from the network model, they are
also in the SCAQCF syntax and their general expression is:

 
 

 T i
  T i
  T i

h  x, u   Yineqx x  Yinequ u  x Fineqx x   u Finequ u   u Finequx x   Cineqc  0 . (5.3)

 
 


 
 


where
Yineqx : constraint matrix defining the linear part for state variables;
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Fineqx : constraint matrices defining the quadratic part for state variables;
Yinequ : constraint matrix defining the linear part for control variables;
Finequ : constraint matrices defining the quadratic part for control variables;
Finequx : constraint matrices defining the quadratic part for the product of state and control

variables;
Cineqc : history dependent vectors for the inequality constraints.
As shown in Figure 5.2, two components in the network SCAQCF model construct the inequality
constraints of the quadratized OPF problem. These two components are: (1) network functional
constraint equations, and (2) upper bound and lower bound vectors of these functional
constraints. Notice that the formation procedure is object-oriented. In other words, given these
two components as inputs, we construct the inequality constraints of the quadratized OPF
problem as the output. The formation procedure first initializes the arrays defined for inequality
constraints, then transform the bilateral inequalities in the network model to the unilateral
inequalities in the OPF problem. The detailed object-oriented algorithm of inequality constraints
formation is illustrated in Appendix F.

(1)

(2)

Figure 5.2: Two Components in Network SCAQCF Model for Constructing Inequality
Constraints
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Section 5.3: Construction of Control Constraints at Network Level
This section introduces the definition and formation of control constraints in the quadratized
OPF problem. The control constraints in the OPF problem are directly obtained from the control
constraints in the network model, and their general expression is:

umin  u  umax .

(5.4)

where
u min : lower bound vector for the control variables;

u max : upper bound vector for the control variables.

The formation procedure is object-oriented, i.e., given the control constraints from the network
model as the input, we compute the control constraints of the quadratized OPF problem as the
output. The detailed object-oriented algorithm of control constraints formation is illustrated in
Appendix G.

Section 5.4: Construction of Objective Function at Network Level
This section introduces the definition and formation of the objective function in the quadratized
OPF problem. The objective function is defined as the minimization of the sum of the squares of
the difference between the voltage magnitudes at selected nodes and the targeted voltage values.
Since the voltage phasors are in Cartesian coordinates, the magnitude of a voltage phasor is not
quadratized, but in a square root form. To solve this problem, we create a voltage magnitude
model where the voltage magnitude is a state with “_MG” in its node name. Wherever it is
desirable to control the voltage, a voltage magnitude model is placed at that node. Notice that the
network model is formed by considering all the voltage magnitude models. Therefore, if a node
name with “_MG” occurs in the network node name list, it is detected and automatically
included. In this way, the objective function is expressed as:

 Vi ,mag  Vi ,target
minimize : J 


 iVi ,target
iselected nodes/phases 

2


 ,


(5.5)

where Vi ,mag is a state of the network, which is the voltage magnitude of the selected nodes/phase
to neutral voltage, Vi ,target is the corresponding targeted voltage value, and  i is a user defined
tolerance value (e.g., 4%). Note that Vi ,mag is identified by the corresponding node name with
“_MG”, while Vi ,target and  i are the parameters obtained from the corresponding voltage
magnitude model.
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The formation procedure is to expand the objective function and store the coefficients from
different parts into corresponding arrays. The general quadratized format of the objective
function is:
T
T
Minimize : J  Yobjx
x  Yobju
u  xT Fobjxx x  uT Fobjuuu  uT Fobjux x  Cobjc ,

(5.6)

where
T
: coefficients of the linear state variables in the objective function;
Yobjx
T
: coefficients of the linear control variables in the objective function;
Yobju

Fobjxx : coefficients of quadratic state variables in the objective function;
Fobjuu : coefficients of quadratic control variables in the objective function;
Fobjux : coefficients of the production of state and control variables in the objective function;
C objc : constant value in the objective function.

The objective function formation procedure is object-oriented, i.e., given the network node name
list and its network index from the network model as inputs, we construct the arrays defined for
the objective function as outputs. The detailed object-oriented algorithm is illustrated in
Appendix H.
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Section 6: Optimal Power Flow Solution Algorithm
This section introduces the optimal power flow solution algorithm after the OPF problem is
defined and formed in Section 5. Given the defined optimization problem and the current
operating point (x0 , u0 ) , the algorithm first applies the co-state method to linearize the OPF
problem so that the OPF problem becomes a linearized problem represented in terms of control
variables only. The number of linearized operational constraints is only the inequality constraints
that are close to their limits (modeled constraints). Operational constraints that are not near the
limits do not need to be part of the OPF solution (un-modeled constraints). The control
constraints are the physical upper and lower bounds of the control variables from those
controllable devices. Then the algorithm computes the optimal values of the control variables
using linear programming and solves the state variables by power flow equations. If the updated
operating point violates the original quadratic modeled constraints, then the OPF solver modifies
the b vector in the set of inequality constraints in linear programming, retrieves the operating
point from the last iteration, and resolves the linearized optimization problem. If the updated
operating point violates some of the un-modeled constraints, then the OPF solver adds these
constraints, retrieves the operating point from the last iteration, linearizes the new constraints,
and solves the linearized optimization problem again. The end result of the OPF solver is the
optimal control output, i.e. the optimal values of the control variables. Figure 6.1 shows the flow
chart of the algorithm.
End
Start
Given the Defined
Optimization Problem &
Current Operating Point
(x0, u0)

Y

Update the Operating
Point (x0, u0)

Check Violation for
Modeled Constraints

Y

Form the Linearized
Optimization Problem

Compute State Variables x
Using Network Model

Update the LP Problem,
Compute the New b Vector
in LP

N

Check Violation for All
Constraints

Y

N

u 1  u   ?

N

Add New Violated
Constraints to the Model
Replace the Operating
Point (x0, u0) by (x, u)

Solve the Linearized
Optimization Problem;
Output: New Control
Values u

Retrieve the Operating Point
from the Last Iteration (x0,
u0)

Retrieve the Operating
Point from the Last
Iteration (x0, u0)

Linearize New Constraints

Figure 6.1: Flow Chart of the Algorithm
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Go to the Next Iteration

The proposed OPF solution algorithm is robust and highly efficient. The robustness means that
the algorithm starts from a feasible but not optimal solution and moves the operating point in the
feasible region while approaching the optimality. Therefore, the output of the algorithm is
always a feasible solution. High efficiency means - less runtime compared to traditional solution
methods for the OPF problem. The reasons are as follows: (1) The algorithm models the OPF
problem as a quadratic problem for fast convergence; (2) The algorithm identifies the active
constraints gradually and adds them to the modeled constraint set if needed. These features of the
algorithm ensure that at each iteration, the dimension of the problem is the smallest possible for
the specific distribution system section.

Section 6.1: Linearization
This subsection introduces the linearization of the quadratized OPF problem using the co-state
method. The reason of using linearization techniques is: (1) The quadratized OPF problem
consists of both state variables and control variables. To simplify the problem, we apply the costate method so that the OPF problem becomes a linearized problem represented by only control
variables; (2) After the linearization, the problem is transformed into a LP in standard form
which is solve with a linear programming solver. A brief introduction of the linearization
procedure is as follows. The detailed procedure is given in Appendix H.
Recall that the general expression of the OPF problem is:
T
T
Minimize : J  x, u   Yobjx
x  Yobju
u  x T Fobjxx x  u T Fobjuu u  u T Fobjux x  Cobjc
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umin  u  umax
(6.1)

The formulated OPF problem is quadratic and in a standard format, so the linearization
procedure is implemented as an object oriented program. Note that the objective function,
inequality constraints, and control variables are the three components that will be linearized,
while the equality constraints are taken into consideration during the linearization procedure. The
algorithm is applied only to the modeled inequality constraints. Non-modeled inequality
constraints need not to be linearized.
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The final expression of the linearized objective function is:

J  c T u  d J ,

(6.2)

where u is the increment of the control variable u , u  u  u 0 , x 0 and u 0 are the current
operating point, c is the linear coefficient vector of u ,

c 
T

dJ  x0 , u 0 
du



J  x 0 , u 0 
u

 xˆ j

g  x 0 , u 0 
u

,

(6.3)

xˆ j is the co-state vector regarding to the objective function,

J  x 0 , u 0   g  x 0 , u 0  

 ,
xˆ j  


x
x


1



(6.4)



and d J is a constant value, d J  J x0 , u0 .
The final expression of the linearized inequalities is:
a u  d  0 ,

(6.5)

Where a is the linear coefficient matrix of u ,

a

dh  x0 , u 0 
du



h  x 0 , u 0 
u

 xˆ h

g  x 0 , u 0 
u

,

(6.6)

xˆ h is the co-state vector regarding to the inequalities,
h  x 0 , u 0   g  x 0 , u 0  

 ,
xˆ h  


x
x


1



(6.7)



and d is the constant value vector, d  h x0 , u0 .
The constraints of the control variable are also changed to the constraint of the increment of
control variable in the following way:
Substitute u  u 0  u into the control variable constraint umin  u  umax , we have:
u min  u 0  u  u max .

(6.8)

Thus, the constraint of increment of control variable is:
u min  u 0  u  u max  u 0 .
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(6.9)

After the linearization of the quadratized OPF problem, we have the linearized problem with
respect to u only, and its expression is:
Minimize : J  cT u  d J
subject to : au  d  0

.

umin  u  u  u max  u
0

(6.10)

0

Section 6.2: Solution of the Linearized Problem
This subsection introduces the procedure to solve the linearized optimization problem defined by
equation set (6.10) by a standard linear programming (i.e., simplex method) solver. Recall that
the linearized problem consists of inequality constraints, and all its variables are free variables.
Simplex method solvers require that all variables be non-negative as shown in equation set (6.11).
Minimize : cT x
subject to : Ax  B

(6.11)

x0

In order to (1) transform the inequality constraints in the linearized problem to the equality
constraints in the standard form, and (2) transform the free variables in the linearized problem to
the non-negative variables in the standard form, we need to introduce non-negative variables to
the linearized optimization problem.
First, we introduce non-negative variables si and si into the objective function:
i, ui  si  si ,

(6.12)

where si  0 and si  0 .
Denote s    s1
variables.

T

sn  , and s    s1

T

sn  , where n is the total number of the control

Then, the objective function is in the following form:

Minimize : J  cT

s  
cT     .
s 

(6.13)

The constraints are then changed into the standard form. For each inequality constraint
airow ui  di  0 , a non-negative variable yi is introduced. And the inequality constraint is
transformed into the equality constraint:
airow  si  si   yi  di  0 ,
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(6.14)

where yi  0 .
i
i
For each control variable constraint umin
 u0i  si  si  umax
 u0i , non-negative variables pi and
i
qi are introduced, so that si  si  umin
 u0i is transformed to
i
si  si  pi  umin
 u0i  0 .

(6.15)

i
And si  si  umax
 u0i is transformed to
i
si  si  qi  umax
 u0i  0 .

(6.16)

Thus, the inequality constraints are changed to:

a

s  
a      y  d  0
s 

I

s  
 I      p  umin  u 0  0
,
s 

(6.17)

s  
 I      q  umax  u 0  0
s 
s  , s  , y , p, q  0

I

And the problem is now in the following standard form:
Minimize : J  C T z  d
subject to : Az  B

,

(6.18)

z0

s  
c
 
 c 
a a I 0
s 
 

where C   0  , z   y  , A   I  I 0  I
 
 
 I  I 0 0
p
0
q
 0 
 

0
 d 

0  , and B   umin  u 0  .
umax  u 0 
I 

The solution of the linearized optimization problem is obtained by a standard linear
programming solver (i.e., simplex method). The solution provides the variables s  , s  and u .
The updated optimal values of the control variables are: u  u 0  u .
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Section 6.3: Equality Equations Solution (Power Flow Problem)
Once the new control values are obtained, the network states need to be updated accordingly. As
the state and control variables obey the power flow equations g  x, u   0 , we use power flow
equations to solve for the updated states by substituting the new control values into the control
variables. The details are illustrated below.
Recall that the power flow equations g  x, u   0 is:


 
 

 T i
  T i
  T i

0  g  x, u   0  Yeqx x  Yequ u  x Feqx x   u Fequ u   u Fequx x   Beq  I
.(6.19)

 
 


 
 

Beq   N eqx x(t  h)  N equ u(t  h)  M eq I (t  h)  K eq

The updated states are solved by the Newton-Raphson method. And the detailed procedure is as
follows.
(1) Let   0 and x  x , where  is the iteration number to obtain the states x in the
Newton-Raphson method.
(2) Substitute x and u into the power flow equation g  x , u  , and compute g  x , u  . If
g  x , u    , x is the solution and the procedure is terminated, where  is a user-

defined small value that is used to determine whether the solution is converged.
Otherwise, go to step (3).
(3) Compute the Jacobian matrix:

 g  x , u 
x

. The Jacobian matrix can be easily achieved as

illustrated in Section 6.1.
  g  x , u  
 1

 g  x , u  .
(4) Compute x  x  


x


(5)     1 . If    max , go to step (2); otherwise, return nonconvergence. ( max is the user1

defined maximum number of iterations allowed to compute the states x , and  max is set
to be 15 in this algorithm.)
The new operating point ( x and u ) is formed from the above computed values.
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Section 6.4: Iterative Linearization/Solution Method
Since the new operating point is computed from the linearized optimization problem, it may
overshoot and violate some of the original quadratic inequality constraints because of
linearization errors. Some of these modeled operational constraints may be out of their bounds,
especially for those constraints reaching upper bounds in the linearized optimization problem.
Therefore, we need to check whether the active constraints h  x, u   0 still hold at the new
operating point.
If any modeled constraint is violated, the algorithm updates its corresponding constant item b in
the linearized optimization problem, retrieves the previous solution, and solves the updated
linearization problem and the power flow problem again.
Note that for each linearized inequality constraint, we have: h  x , u  
0

the constant item b is:

dh  x0 , u 0 
du

0

dh  x 0 , u 0 
du

u  0 , and

u  h  x0 , u 0   b .

The details of modifying the constant item b are as follows.
h

A
C
0

B

E

h  x, u 

Overshoot
u

D
F

h  x0 , u 0 

h  x, u 

h  x 0 , u 0 
u

h  x, u   h  x0 , u 0  

u

h  x0 , u 0 
u

h  x0 , u0 

x ,u 
0

h  x0 , u0  

0

u

Figure 6.2: Linearization Update Method
As shown in Figure 6.2, the inequality constraint violation is caused by the linearization error of
the control variable u. Firstly, the LP result is u , and point B is the operating point for the
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u

linearized problem and point A is the operating point for the nonlinear problem. Although point
B still does not violate the constraint, point A is above the upper bound. And the overshoot is
h  x, u   0  h  x, u  . To solve this problem, the overshoot h  x, u  is subtracted from the upper
bound. The solution of the linearized optimization problem moves from point B to point D in the
figure, and the solution point for the nonlinear problem moves from point A to point C. The
constraints will then be satisfied in most cases. However, in the situation as shown in Figure 6.2,
h  x 0 , u 0 
0
0
the point C still violates the constraint. Therefore, h  x , u  
u shall also be
u
subtracted from the constant item b, and the new operating points move from square points to the
triangular points (point E and F). In this way, both the operating points of the linearized problem
and the nonlinear problem satisfy the constraints. Thus, the constant item b is modified as:
h  x0 , u0  , if h  x, u   0 is not violated or

 h  x, u  

h  x 0 , u 0 
u

u , if h  x, u   0 is violated.

Section 6.5: Determining Convergence or Addition of New Constraints
Once the modeled constraints are all satisfied, the algorithm will check all the remaining unmodeled constraints. Since the linearized problem does not include all the operating constraints,
the new operating point may not satisfy some of them.
If the updated operating point satisfies all the un-modeled constraints, the algorithm has
converged. The current iterate operating point ( x and u ) is the optimal operating point of the
system. Otherwise, i.e. if one or more un-modeled operating constraints is violated, the algorithm
stores the current operating point and proceeds to the next iteration.
In this case, the algorithm adds the un-modeled violated constraints into the OPF, linearizes the
newly added constraints, and solves the updated linearized optimization problem and power flow
equations. This is achieved by the following two steps.
Step 1: Check violations for all constraints and add new violated constraints to the linearized
optimization problem model.
This step checks all the operating constraints defined in the OPF problem. If any un-modeled
constraint is not satisfied, the algorithm adds this constraint and continues to check whether the
violation exists in the rest of the operating constraints.
Step 2: Linearize the new constraints and retrieve the previous operating point.
This step is to linearize the new constraints and add the new linearized constraints to the
linearized optimization problem. The OPF performs another iteration considering all the modeled
constraints (including the newly added ones). The linearization technique is introduced in
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Section 6.1. The procedure of solving the updated operating point is introduced from Section 6.2
to Section 6.4.
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Section 7: Description of Example System
This section describes the proposed distribution system. Figure 7.1 shows the proposed
distribution system consisting of three substations and two feeders. Feeder A contains three
sections while feeder B contains two sections. Each section has several IEDs and a DS-DQSE,
while a master state estimator monitors the whole system and processes the output data from the
local state estimator in each section. The details of each section are given in the following
paragraphs.

Figure 7.1: Proposed Distribution System
Figure 7.2 shows the feeder A, section 1 that consists of four distribution lines (13.8kV), one
capacitor bank, one delta-wye transformer, and five loads. Four IEDs are installed in this section.
IED_1 monitors the three-phase voltage and current phasors at high voltage side of the
transformer (B12), IED_2 collects the data from the capacitor bank (B25), IED_3 and IED_4
measure the three-phase voltage and current phasors of the distribution lines (B13 and B16).
Besides, one local state estimator is installed to collect the data from all IEDs and performs
quasi-dynamic state estimation.
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Figure 7.2: Distribution Feeder A, Section 1

Figure 7.3 shows the distribution feeder A, section 2 containing two distribution lines (13.8) kV,
two reclosers, one capacitor bank, three single-phase lines, two single-phase transformers with
secondary center-tap, two loads (residential loads), one battery, one converter and one threephase transformer. Six IEDs are installed in this section: IED_1 and IED_3 monitor three-phase
voltage and current phasors at the breakers (B111 and B205); IED_2 collects the data at the
transformer (B200); IED_4 and IED_5 measure the single-phase voltage and current phasors at
B201 and B206. IED_6 collects the data from the capacitor bank (B205). Besides, there is one
local state estimator collecting the data from all IEDs and performing quasi-dynamic state
estimation in this section.
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Figure 7.3: Distribution Feeder A, Section 2
Figure 7.4 shows the distribution feeder A, section 3 consisting of one distribution line (13.8kV),
one recloser, one capacitor bank, one single-phase line, one single-phase transformer with
secondary center-tap and one load (residential load). Three IEDs are installed in this section:
IED_1 monitors the three-phase voltage and current phasors at a breaker (Bus209), IED_2
collects the data from the capacitor bank (Bus210), and IED_3 measures the single-phase voltage
and current phasor at Bus211. As same as sections 1 and 2 of feeder A, there is one local state
estimator in charge of collecting the data from all IEDs and performing quasi-dynamic state
estimation in this section.
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Figure 7.4: Distribution System, Feeder A, Section 3
Figure 7.5 shows the distribution feeder B, section 1 that contains three distribution lines
(13.8kV), two reclosers, one capacitor bank, one delta-wye transformer and one load (induction
motor, industrial load). Four IEDs are installed in this section: IED_1 and IED_3 monitor threephase voltage and current phasors at breakers (Bus301 and Bus305); IED_2 collects the data
from the capacitor bank (Bus302); IED_4 monitors three-phase voltage and current phasors at
Bus303. Besides, one local state estimator collects the data from all IEDs and performs quasidynamic state estimation in this section.

Figure 7.5: Distribution System, Feeder B, Section 1
Figure 7.6 shows the distribution feeder B, section 2 containing one distribution line (13.8kV),
one recloser, one capacitor bank, one single-phase line, one single-phase transformer with
secondary center-tap and one load (residential load). Three IEDs are installed in this section:
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IED_1 monitors the breaker at Bus400, IED_2 collects the data from the capacitor bank
(Bus401), and IED_3 measures the single-phase voltage and current phasors at Bus402. Besides,
one local state estimator collects the data from all IEDs and performs quasi-dynamic state
estimation in this section.

Figure 7.6: Distribution System, Feeder B, Section 2
In this report, Feeder A, Section 1 is investigated and analyzed. The local state estimator in
Feeder A, Section 1 runs a 60-second event to test its performance. The figure of Feeder A,
Section 1 is shown in Figure 7.2. The parameters of this section are as follows.
Distribution line 1 (B12 to B13), distribution line 2 (B13 to B14), distribution line 3 (B14 to B15)
and distribution line 4 (B15 to B16) are 0.5 miles, 0.2 miles, 0.2 miles, and 0.3 miles,
respectively, and they are all operating at 13.8 kV.
The three-phase delta-wye transformer (13.8kV to 0.48kV) is rated at 36.0 MVA with 0.002 p.u.
winding resistance and 0.05 p.u. leakage reactance.
A capacitor bank is located at B25 for reactive power compensation. The rated voltage is 13.8
kV and the rated reactive power is 600kVAR.
Three-phase loads are located at B10, B09, and B08, respectively. These loads are considered as
residential loads with 0.48kV rated voltage. The load at B10 is rated at 1600kW real power and
400kVar reactive power, while the loads at B09 and B08 are with 800kW real power and
200kVAR reactive power consumption.
Besides, there are two loads with the same ratings (0.24 kV, 10kW, 3kVAR) at B14 and B15,
respectively.
Four IEDs are installed in this section. IED_1 is SEL-734 and IED_2, IED_3, IED_4 are GED60. IED_1 measures three-phase voltage phasors at B12 and three-phase current phasors from
B12 to B11. IED_2 at B25 measures three-phase voltage and current phasors for the capacitor
bank. IED_3 measures three-phase voltage phasors at B13 and three-phase current phasors from
B13 to B14. IED_4 at B16 measures three-phase voltage phasors at B16 and three-phase current
phasors from B16 to B15. The meter scales for the voltage and the current are 13.8kV and 400A,
respectively.
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Section 8: Example DS-DQSE Results
This section presents the implementation of DS-DQSE.

Section 8.1: Measurement Creation
The quasi-dynamic state estimation is performed in Feeder A, Section 1. Note that this section
contains 13 devices and 116 states, but only 24 phasor measurements (i.e. 48 measurements if
the phasor measurement is partitioned into magnitude and phase angle measurement) are
available. Therefore, the section is unobservable because of limited relays. In order to make this
section observable, derived measurements, pseudo-measurements and virtual measurements are
proposed, and these measurements are created based on the system topology and actual
measurements from relays.
In general, the measurements in a specific section are classified into four types: (a) Actual
Measurements: measurements that come from actual measurement channels, i.e. any
measurements from any IEDs (relays, meters, FDR, PMUs, etc.); (b) Derived Measurements:
measurements derived from actual measurements based on topology; (c) Pseudo Measurements:
not directly measured, quantities represented for which their value is approximately known, such
as missing phase measurements, neutral/shield voltage measurements, neutral currents, etc. (d)
Virtual Measurements: mathematical quantities defined by physical laws, such as Kirchhoff’s
current law, model equations, etc.
The derived measurements and virtual measurements are easily created. For example, in Figure
8.1, the current from B12 to B13 is approximately set as the opposite direction current from B12
to B11 as:

I B12_B13,abc   I B12_B11,abc

(8.1)

And the current from B13 to B12 is computed by applying Kirchhoff Current Law:



I B13_B12,abc   I B13_B14,abc  I B25,abc
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(8.2)

Figure 8.1: An example for derived measurements in Feeder A, Section 1
The pseudo-measurements in this section are created as follows:

Figure 8.2 An example for pseudo-measurements in Feeder A, Section 1
Figure 8.2 shows three distribution lines from B13 to B16. The length of these three lines are 0.2,
0.2 and 0.3 miles, respectively. Two loads at Bus17 and Bus18 are identical single-phase loads at
phase A. The voltage and current measurements are only available at B13 and B16. The expected
voltage measurements at B14 and B15 are approximately computed as:
VB14,abc 
VB15,abc 

0.5VB13,abc  0.2VB16,abc

(8.3)

0.7
0.3VB13,abc  0.4VB16, abc

(8.4)

0.7

The expected current measurements from B14 to B17 and from B15 to B18 are computed as:
I B14_B17,abc  0.5 I B13,abc  I B16,abc





(8.5)





(8.6)

I B15_B18,abc  0.5 I B13,abc  I B16,abc
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The expected current measurements from B14 to B13 and from B14 to B15 are:

I B14_B13,abc   I B13_B14,abc

(8.7)

I B14_B15,abc  I B13_B14,abc  I B14_B17,abc  0.5I B13_B14,abc  0.5I B16_B15,abc

(8.8)

The expected current measurements from Bus105 to Bus104 and from Bus105 to Bus106 are:

I B15_B14,abc   I B14_B15,abc  0.5I B13_B14,abc  0.5I B16_B15,abc

(8.9)

I B15_B16,abc  I B14_B15,abc  I B15_B18,abc   I B16_B15,abc

(8.10)

Figure 8.3 shows a part of feeder A, section 1. A three-phase transformer is between B12 to B11.
Three-phase loads are located at B10, B09, and B08. The relay is installed at B12, and therefore,
the voltage and current measurements at B11, B10, B09 and B08 are unobservable. Since the
voltage at the transformer Y side are highly dependent on the amount of the load, the pseudo
measurement for the voltage at the delta side is not accurate. Therefore, only the currents at the
low voltage side are considered. The expected current measurements from B11 to B12 are
computed as:
I B11a  ( I B12 ab  I B12 ca )  TXM _ ratio
I B11b  ( I B12bc  I B12 ab )  TXM _ ratio
I B11c  ( I B12 ca  I B12bc )  TXM _ ratio

(8.11)

I B11n  ( I B11a  I B11b  I B11c )

As the rated power of the load is known, the expected current measurements at each load are
approximately computed by the rated power ratio between these loads. In this section, if all the
three loads are connected to the grid, the expected current measurements at B10, B09 and B08
are:

I B10 abc  0.5 I B11abc
I B09abc  0.5 I B10 abc

(8.12)

I B08abc  0.5 I B10 abc
If only the loads at B10 and B09 are connected to the grid, the expected current measurements at
B10, B09, and B08 are:
2
I B10 abc   I B11abc
3
1
I B09abc  I B10 abc
2
I B08abc  0
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(8.13)

Figure 8.3: An example for pseudo-measurements in Feeder A, Section 1

All these measurements are treated as pseudo-measurements with relatively high standard
deviation, e.g. 0.1 p.u. In addition, the standard deviation of actual measurements and virtual
measurements are usually set as 0.01 p.u. and 0.001 p.u. respectively.
After adding pseudo-measurements, derived measurements, and virtual measurements, the
system is observable. In this section, in addition to the 48 actual measurements, 70 pseudomeasurements, 12 derived measurements, and 6 virtual measurements (136 measurements in
total) are available. The redundancy is (136-116)/116=17.2%.

Section 8.2: QSE Implementation
The user interface of the state estimator is shown in Figure 8.4. The design of the state estimator
supports the connection of the state estimator to a section bus or a data concentrator such as a
PDC (phasor data concentrator), etc. In this way, the implementation in any section is
straightforward and requires relatively short time.
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Figure 8.4: User Interface of State Estimator
The PDC client connects either to a PDC (for real time data) or to the test data server (for
simulation experiments) and receives a C37.118 synchro-phasor data stream that may also be
mixed with data from standard relays. The test data server serves the purpose of numerical
experimentation with the quasi-state estimation where a C37.118 data stream is created that is
served to the PDC client. The user can define the data source to be a synchro-phasor, phasor data,
or time domain file that has been saved upon simulation of the system. The measurement data is
streamed to the test data server before the state estimation, and the interface of the synchrophasor test server and PDC client are shown in Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.6, respectively. Note that
a PDC Client Data Frame Report is automatically generated to display the input measurements in
details as shown in Figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.5: Test Data Server Interface

Figure 8.6: PDC Client Interface
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Figure 8.7: PDC Client Data Frame Report

Before the execution of the state estimator, the user has to map the measurements to the
corresponding state estimator measurement channels in the PDC client as shown in Figure 8.8.
This is a necessary step because the state estimator measurement channels are linked to the
model of the system and have all the information that is necessary for the execution of the state
estimator. And then, the state estimator identifies the topology, creates the derived measurements,
pseudo-measurements, and virtual measurements automatically, and performs the quasi-dynamic
state estimation. The estimated measurements, estimated states, residuals between measurements
and estimated measurements, normalized residuals, variance of each state, chi-square, confidence
level, and execution time can be displayed and output.
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Figure 8.8: Measurement Mapping

Section 8.3: Test Case Results
The time plots of all the measurements from four relays are shown in Section 8.3. The estimated
state report, measurement, and estimated measurement report are generated when the state
estimator is running, the reports at one time stamp are shown in Figure 8.9, Figure 8.10 and
Figure 8.11, respectively.
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Figure 8.9: Estimated State Report

Figure 8.10: Estimated Voltage Measurement Report
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Figure 8.11: Estimated Current Measurements Report

The performance evaluation, which is also called the parameterized (parameter k) chi-square test
is shown in Figure 8.12 and it is generated as follows:

Figure 8.12: Performance Evaluation of State Estimation Result
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All the phasors are divided into real and imaginary parts so that the state estimator is able to
manipulate the data in real number. The chi-square test is calculated as:
2

 r 
   i  ,
i 1  k i 
n

(8.14)

where ri is the residual between measurement and estimated measurement i, and  i is the
standard deviation of the corresponding measurement. Note that the variable k enables to express
the results of the chi-square test with only one variable.
The confidence level is calculated as:

Pr[  2   ]  1.0  Pr(  2 , ) .

(8.15)

A confidence level around 100% (small chi-square value) when k=1 infers that the
measurements are highly consistent with the dynamic model of the system, while a confidence
level around 0% (large chi-square value) when k=1 means that the measurements do not match
the dynamic model of the system. During this event, the confidence level is kept at 100%
according to the parameterized chi-square test when k=1 as shown in Figure 8.12, which means
that the measurements match the system model perfectly and there are no bad data or hidden
failures in the system.
The state estimator also generates time plots of all the states. In this example, the states are the
voltage phasors at each bus in this section, the internal states in some devices (such as the
transformer), as well as the states at the other side of the interconnecting distribution line. The
time plots of states at each bus are shown in Figure 8.13-8.18. Compared to the time plots of the
actual voltage measurements at B12, B13, B16, and B25 as shown in Figure 8.19 and Figure
8.20, we find that the estimated states track the system perfectly.
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Figure 8.13: Estimated Voltage Phasors at B08 and B09
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Figure 8.14: Estimated Voltage Phasors at B10 and B11
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Figure 8.15: Estimated Voltage Phasors at B12 and B13
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Figure 8.16: Estimated Voltage Phasors at B14 and B15
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Figure 8.17: Estimated Voltage Phasors at B16 and B25
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Figure 8.18: Estimated Voltage Phasors at B30 and Feeder-A
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Figure 8.19: Voltage Measurements at B12 and B13
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Figure 8.20: Voltage Measurements at B16 and B23
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In addition, 3-D visualizations have been developed. A screenshot of the 3D visualization is
shown in Figure 8.21. The estimated voltage magnitude for each node is visualized as a tube.
The height of the tube is proportional to the voltage magnitude. The estimated voltage phase of a
node is visualized as an arc. The angle of the arc is proportional to the voltage phase angle.
Surface plots are also available as illustrated in Figure 8.21, the voltage measurements or
estimated measurements are plotted as a contour map to reflect the magnitude of each
measurement. Note that in this test case, the voltage surface at the load sides are a bit lower than
the rated voltage because of the loads in this section.

Figure 8.21: 3D Visualization Screenshot
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Section 9: Summary and Conclusions
This report presents an object-oriented implementation of full state feedback control for VPPs.
The components of the VPP full state feedback control are: (1) object-oriented high-fidelity
modeling for all devices in the VPP; (2) DS-DQSE that continuously monitors and outputs
estimated states and validated models by performing quasi-dynamic state estimation; (3) OPF
solver that uses the output (estimated states and validated models) of DS-DQSE to formulate and
solve the OPF which provides the optimal control commands as a feedback to the VPP.
The object-oriented device modeling approach has been presented in Section 3. The modeling
approach starts from the physically based model with state and control variables. The end result
is an algebraic model, referred to as state and control algebraic quadratic companion form
(SCAQCF). The advantages of SCAQCF are (1) it is an object-oriented, interoperable, and
unified syntax for all the devices in the power system; (2) It is easy to be formed and it stores all
the information of a device; (3) DS-DQSE and OPF solver are able to work directly on these
SCAQCF models without any other model information.
DS-DQSE, a critical role in full state feedback control system, is then proposed. DS-DQSE is
able to provide real-time estimated states, validated measurements and validated models after
quasi-dynamic state estimation. Besides, in addition to the actual data collected from IEDs,
several other types of measurements (derived, pseudo, and virtual measurements) are defined,
resulting in high measurement redundancy, which guarantees the accuracy of the estimated states
and the network model of VPP. DS-DQSE is installed in a distributed architecture, which has the
following advantages: (1) Since DS-DQSE uses local measurements to estimate the states in the
local distribution system, the data traffic is confined; (2) The dimension of the problem solved by
DS-DQSE is much smaller than that solved by the traditional centralized state estimator, and
therefore, the execution time of the DS-DQSE is fast (i.e. at each cycle); (3) the relatively small
dimension of the system allows detailed power system models that can eliminate the estimation
errors from the imbalanced operations and the asymmetric system, as well as the measurement
errors introduced by the instrumentation channels.
An OPF solver is illustrated to solve the optimal control problem for VPPs. The OPF solver
processes the output (estimated states and validated models) of DS-DQSE and gives the optimal
control command as a feedback to the VPP. The OPF solver is also implemented in an objectoriented way and the algorithm of OPF solver proves to be robust and efficient. The robustness
means that the algorithm starts from a feasible but not optimal solution and moves the operating
point in the feasible region while approaching the optimality. Therefore, the output of the
algorithm is always a feasible solution. High efficiency means that the algorithm consumes less
runtime compared with traditional solution methods for the OPF problem. The reasons are as
follows. Firstly, the algorithm models the OPF problem as a quadratic problem for fast
convergence. Secondly, the algorithm identifies the active constraints gradually and adds them to
the modeled constraint set if needed. These features ensure that at each iteration, the dimension
of the problem is the smallest possible for the specific distribution system section.
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Appendix A: Object-Oriented Modeling Example
(Converter with P-Q Control)
This appendix provides the derivation of the IGBT converter average model with P-Q controller
from compact device model to the SCAQCF model. The diagram of the P-Q control converter
and the circuit diagram are given in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. The states, controls, and
parameters are introduced in Section 3.3. Based on these information, we first create the compact
device model, and then generate the quadratized device model by introducing additional states to
make the highest order less or equal to two. In the end, we present the SCAQCF model.

A.1: Converter Quasi-Dynamic Domain Compact Device Model
The DC-AC converter described here is an IGBT converter with pulse width modulation. Figure
3.3 shows the circuit diagram of the DC-AC converter with five terminals. VAD , VKD , I AD , and
I KD are voltages and currents at DC terminals while Va , Vb , Vc , I a , I b , and I c are the voltages

and currents at AC terminals. In addition, r is the resistance at DC side, Ls is the inductance at
each phase on AC side, and E DC is the voltage across the capacitor.
The through variables in this model are the five inflow terminal currents I AD , I KD , I a , I b , and
Ic .

The states are: VAD , VKD , Va , Vb , Vc , E DC , Ea , Eb , Ec , Pac , Qac , m ,  .
The control variables are: Pref , Qref .
The compact device model is therefore given by
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I AD 

VAD  VKD  EDC
2r

(A.1)

I KD 

VAD  VKD  EDC
2r

(A.2)





(A.3)





(A.4)

Ia 

1
Va  Ea
j Ls

Ib 

1
Vb  Eb
j Ls

Ic 
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(A.5)
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(A.8)
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(A.10)

0  Re Va I a*  Vb Ib*  Vc I c*  Pac
0  Im Va I a*  Vb Ib*  Vc I c*  Qac

0  K P1

0  KP2
0

d  Pref  Pac 
dt

 K I 1  Pref  Pac  

d  Qref  Qac 
dt

d sin 
dt

 K I 2  Qref  Qac  

V
m
EDCr a  Ea e  j
2 2
Va

dm
dt

(A.11)

(A.12)

(A.13)

where Pac and Qac are the output active and reactive power of the converter. Pref and Qref are the
targeted active and reactive power output of the converter, m is the modulation index of the
converter,  is the phase angle difference between Ea and Va , K P1 and K I 1 are the
proportional and integral coefficient of PQ controller for real power, K P 2 and K I 2 are the
proportional and integral coefficient of PQ controller for reactive power. Note that phasors are
used in the compact device model.

Operation Constraints:
0
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1
1
1
VAD  VKD  EDC  I DC ,max
2r
2r
2r

(A.c1)

0
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(A.c2)

0

1
1
Vb 
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j Ls

(A.c3)

0

1
1
Vc 
Ec  I AC ,max
j Ls
j Ls
0.0  m  1.0

(A.c4)
(A.c5)

A.2: Converter Quasi-Dynamic Domain Quadratized Device Model
The compact device model is expanded into the quadratized device model (QDM). Additional
states are added to guarantee the highest order in QDM is two. The QDM has 26 states and 26
equations, including 10 through equations and 16 internal equations.
The states are: VADr , VADi , VKDr , VKDi , Var , Vai , Vbr , Vbi , Vcr , Vci , EDCr , EDCi , Ear , Eai , Ebr ,
Ebi , Ecr , Eci , Pac , Qac , m , Va ,mag , mEDC , mEDC OverV , s1 , s2 .

The control variables are: Pref , Qref .
The equations are listed as follows:
Equation Set 1 (linear through equations):
I ADr 

VADr  VKDr  EDCr
2r

(A.14)

I ADi 

VADi  VKDi  EDCi
2r

(A.15)

I KDr 

VADr  VKDr  EDCr
2r

(A.16)

I KDi 

VADi  VKDi  EDCi
2r

(A.17)

I ar 

1
V  Eai 
 Ls ai

I ai  
I br 

1
V  Ebi 
 Ls bi

I bi  
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1
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(A.18)

(A.19)

(A.20)

(A.21)

1
V  Eci 
 Ls ci

I cr 

I ci  

1
V  Ecr 
 Ls cr

(A.22)

(A.23)

Equation Set 2 (linear internal equations):
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3
0   Ear 
Eai  Ebr
2
2

(A.24)

3
1
Ear  Eai  Ebi
2
2

(A.25)

1
3
0   Ear 
Eai  Ecr
2
2

(A.26)

0

0

3
1
Ear  Eai  Eci
2
2

(A.27)

0   K P1

dPac
ds
 K I 1  Pref  Pac   1
dt
dt

(A.28)

0  KP2

dQac
dm
 K I 2  Qref  Qac  
dt
dt

(A.29)

Equation Set 3 (quadratic equations):

0

1
2
VADr EDCr  VKDr EDCr  EDCr

  Pac
2r

0  EDCi
0
0

1
 Var Eai  Vai Ear  Vbr Ebi  Vbi Ebr  Vcr Eci  Vci Ecr   Pac
 Ls

(A.30)
(A.31)
(A.32)

1
Var2  Var Ear  Vai2  Vai Eai  Vbr2  Vbr Ebr  Vbi2  Vbi Ebi  Vcr2  Vcr Ecr  Vci2  Vci Eci   Qac

 Ls

(A.33)
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0  m  EDC  mEDC

(A.34)

0  Var2  Vai2  Va2,mag

(A.35)

0  mEDC  Va ,mag  mEDC OverV

(A.36)

0
0

1
2 2
1
2 2

mEDC OverV Var  Ear  s2  Eai  s1

(A.37)

mEDC OverV Vai  Eai  s2  Ear  s1

(A.38)

0  s12  s22  1.0

(A.39)

Operation Constraints:
 I DC ,max 

1
1
1
VADr  VKDr  EDCr  I DC ,max
2r
2r
2r

(A.c6)

0

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
Var2  2 2 Vai2  2 2 Ear2  2 2 Eai2  2 2 Var Ear  2 2 Vai Eai  I AC
,max
 L
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls

(A.c7)

0

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
Vbr2  2 2 Vbi2  2 2 Ebr2  2 2 Ebi2  2 2 Vbr Ebr  2 2 Vbi Ebi  I AC
,max
 L
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls

(A.c8)

0

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
Vcr2  2 2 Vci2  2 2 Ecr2  2 2 Eci2  2 2 Vcr Ecr  2 2 Vci Eci  I AC
,max
 L
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls
 Ls

(A.c9)

2 2
s

2 2
s

2 2
s

0.0  m  1.0

(A.c10)

A.3: Converter Quasi-Dynamic Domain SCAQCF Device Model
The state and control algebraic quadratic form (SCAQCF) device model is derived from
applying the quadratic integration to the quadratized device model with a time step h. The
SCAQCF device model is:
 I (t ) 
 0 



 
 

 0 
 T i
  T i
  T i


  Yeqx x  Yequ u   x Feqx x   u Fequ u   u Fequx x   Beq
I (tm ) 

 
 


 
 

 0 


 0 
Beq   N eqx x(t  h)  N equ u(t  h)  M eq I (t  h)  K eq
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  T
  T

i
i
i
h(x, u)  Y feqx x  Y fequ u  x F feqx x   u F fequ u   u F fequx x   C feq

 
 


 
 


Connectivity: TerminalNodeName

h min  h(x, u)  h max

subject to :

u min  u  u max
Normalization Factor: StateNormFactor, ThroughNormFactor, ControlNormFactor
Note: All the above variables are in metric system.
The normalization factors, functional constraints and variable limits are the same as the quasidynamic SCQDM.

where the matrices are given by

Yeqx

Yequ
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Appendix B: Object-Oriented Algorithm of
Constructing the Network SCAQCF Model from Device
SCAQCF Models
This appendix introduces the procedure to form the network SCAQCF model. The purpose of the
network formation is to (1) provide the mapping lists (states, equations, controls) from devices to
the network, (2) provide the network KCL equations at the common nodes. Given all the device
models in this network and network interface node name list, the automatic construction of the
network model is illustrated below.
Step 1: Input the device SCAQCF information and store the information into the variables
defined in SCAQCF standard.
The SCAQCF standard appears in Section 3. This step has been done in device-level
measurement model creation part.

Step 2: Input the network interface node name list.

Step 3: Creation of Mapping List from Device Nodes to Network Nodes. This step is achieved
by
(1) Creating a connector node name list;
(2) Creating the network node model via breaker processing;
(3) Creating a mapping list from device node to network node.
The result is stored in the array:
pDev->pQDSCAQCFModel_OptimalNodeNumber[i] = k;
i: the node number in the device model
k: the node number in the network

Step 4: Determine the dimension of the network.
This step determines the dimension of all the arrays of the network model and then initializes
these arrays.

Step 5: Mapping lists (equation, state, control, and constraint) creation.
The results are stored in the following arrays:
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(1) Device Equation to Network Equation Mapping List
Example: pDev = (Device*)vImportedDevices[i]
pDev->pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex[j] = k;
k: network equation number
i: device number
j: device equation number

(2) Device State to Network State Mapping List
Example: pDev = (Device*)vImportedDevices[i]
pDev->pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex[j] = k;
k: network state number
i: device number
j: device state number

(3) Device Control Variable to Network Control Variable Mapping List
Example: pDev = (Device*)vImportedDevices[i]
pDev->pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex[j] = k;
k: network control number
i: device number
j: device control number

(4) Device Constraint to Network Constraint Mapping List
Example: pDev = (Device*)vImportedDevices[i]
pDev->pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ConstraintIndex[j] = k;
k: network constraint number
i: device number
j: device constraint number

Step 6: Network model formation.
This step creates the network model by adding all the device contributions to the network.
(1) Create network state variable normalization factors.
Given:
m_vdQDSCAQCFModel_StateNormFactor from iDeviceth device
Device State to Network State Mapping List: pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex
Create:
vdQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateNormFactor
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Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];
Elements in State Normalization
Elements in State Normalization Factor of the Network
Factor of the iDeviceth device
State number: idev

inet = pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex[idev]
vdQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateNormFactor[inet] =

Normalization factor: vdev = pDev- vdQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateNormFactor[inet] + vdev
>
m_vdQDSCAQCFModel_StateNo
rmFactor [idev]
vdQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateNormFactor[inet]=
vdQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateNormFactor [inet] / n
where n is the number of device states mapping to this network state.
(2) Formulate network through variable normalization factors
Given:
m_vdQDSCAQCFModel_ThroughNormFactor from iDeviceth device
Device Equation to Network Equation Mapping List: pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex
Create:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ThroughNormFactor
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];
Elements in Through Normalization Factor of the
Elements in Through Normalization Factor of
th
iDevice device
the Network
through variable number: idev

inet = pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex[idev]
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateNormFactor[inet]
=

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateNormFactor[inet]
normalization factor: vdev= pDev->
+ vdev
m_vdQDSCAQCFModel_ThroughNormFactor[idev]
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateNormFactor[inet]
=
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pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateNormFactor[inet] /
n

where n is the number of device through variables mapping to this network through
variables.

(3) Formulate network control variable normalization factors
Given:
m_vdQDSCAQCFModel_ControlNormFactor from iDeviceth device
Device Control Variable to Network Control Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex
Create:
vdQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlNormFactor
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];
Elements in Control Variable Normalization
Elements in Control Variable Normalization
Factor of the iDeviceth device
Factor of the Network
control variable number: idev

inet = pDev->
vdQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex[idev]

normalization factor: vdev = pDev>m_vdQDSCAQCFModel_ControlNormFactor
[idev]

vdQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlNormFactor
[inet] = vdev

(4) Formulate network Yeqx
Given:
m_vqQDSCAQCFModel_Yeqx from iDeviceth device
Device Equation to Network Equation Mapping List: pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex
Device State to Network State Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex
Create:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Yeqx
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];
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Elements in Yeqx of the iDeviceth device

Elements in Yeqx of the Network

equation number: idev

inet = pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex[idev]

state number: jdev

jnet = pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex[jdev]

coefficient: vdev=pDev>m_vqQDSCAQCFModel_Yeqx[idev][jdev]

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Yeqx[inet][jnet] =
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Yeqx[inet][jnet]+vdev

(5) Formulate network Yequ
Given:
m_vqQDSCAQCFModel_Yequ from iDeviceth device
Device Equation to Network Equation Mapping List: pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex
Device Control Variable to Network Control Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex
Create:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Yequ
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];

Elements in Yequ of the iDeviceth device

Elements in Yequ of the Network

equation number: idev

inet = pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex[idev]

control number: jdev

jnet = pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex[jdev]

coefficient: vdev = pDev>m_vqQDSCAQCFModel_Yequ[idev][jdev]

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Yequ[inet][jnet] = vdev

(6) Formulate network Feqxx
Given:
m_vcQDSCAQCFModel_Feqxx from iDeviceth device
Device Equation to Network Equation Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex
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Device State Variable to Network State Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex
Create:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Feqxx
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice]
Elements in Feqxx of the
Elements in Feqxx of the Network
iDeviceth device
equation number: kdev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Feqxx[iFeqxx].scubix_k =
pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex[kdev];

state number: idev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Feqxx[iFeqxx].scubix_i = pDev> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex[idev]

state number: jdev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Feqxx[iFeqxx].scubix_j = pDev> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex[jdev]
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Feqxx[iFeqxx].scubix_v= vdev;

Coefficient: vdev
iFeqxx++;

(7) Formulate network Fequu
Given:
m_vcQDSCAQCFModel_Fequu from iDeviceth device
Device Equation to Network Equation Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex
Device Control Variable to Network Control Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex
Create:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Fequu
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice]
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Elements in Fequu of the
iDeviceth device

Elements in Fequu of the Network

equation number: kdev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Fequu[iFequu].scubix_k =
pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex[kdev];

control number: idev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Fequu[iFequu].scubix_i = pDev> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex[idev];

control number: jdev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Fequu[iFequu].scubix_j = pDev> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex[jdev];
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Fequu[iFequu].scubix_v= vdev;

Coefficient: vdev
iFequu++;

(8) Formulate network Fequx
Given:
m_vcQDSCAQCFModel_Fequx from iDeviceth device
Device Equation to Network Equation Mapping List: pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex
Device Control Variable to Network Control Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex
Device State Variable to Network State Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex
Create:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Fequx
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice]
Elements in Fequx of the
iDeviceth device

Elements in Fequx of the Network

equation number: kdev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Fequx[iFequx].scubix_k =
pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex[kdev];

control number: idev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Fequx[iFequx].scubix_i = pDev> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex[idev];

state number: jdev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Fequx[iFequx].scubix_j = pDev> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex[jdev];
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Fequx[iFequx].scubix_v = vdev;

coefficient: vdev
iFequx++;

(9) Formulate network Neqx
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Given:
m_vqQDSCAQCFModel_Neqx from iDeviceth device
Device Equation to Network Equation Mapping List: pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex
Device State Variable to Network State Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex
Create:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Neqx
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice]
Elements in Neqx of the iDeviceth device
Elements in Neqx of the Network
equation number: kdev

knet = pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex[kdev]

state number: idev

inet = pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex[idev]

coefficient: vdev=pDev->
m_vqQDSCAQCFModel_Neqx[kdev][idev]

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Neqx[knet][inet] = vdev +
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Neqx[knet][inet]

(10) Formulate network Nequ
Given:
m_vqQDSCAQCFModel_Nequ from iDeviceth device
Device Equation to Network Equation Mapping List: pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex
Device Control Variable to Network Control Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex
Create:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Nequ
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice]
Elements in Nequ of the iDeviceth device
Elements in Nequ of the Network
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equation number: kdev

knet = pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex[kdev]

control number: idev

inet = pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex[idev]

coefficient: vdev=pDev->

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Nequ[knet][inet] = vdev

m_vqQDSCAQCFModel_Nequ[kdev][idev]

(11) Formulate network Meq
Given:
m_vqQDSCAQCFModel_Meq from iDeviceth device
Device Equation to Network Equation Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex
Create:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Meq
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice]
Elements in Meq of the iDeviceth device
Elements in Meq of the Network
equation number: kdev

knet = pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex[kdev]

equation number: idev

inet = pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex[idev]

coefficient: vdev=pDev->
m_vqQDSCAQCFModel_Meq[kdev][idev]

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Meq[knet][inet] = vdev +
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Meq[knet][inet]

(12) Formulate network Keq
Given:
m_vlQDSCAQCFModel_Keq from iDeviceth device
Device Equation to Network Equation Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex
Create:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Keq
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice]
Elements in Keq of the iDeviceth
device

Elements in Keq of the Network

equation number: kdev

knet = pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex[kdev]

coefficient: vdev=pDev->

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Keq[knet] = vdev +
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m_vlQDSCAQCFModel_Keq[kdev]

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Keq[knet]

(13) Formulate network Yfeqx
Given:
m_vqQDSCAQCFModel_Yfeqx from iDeviceth device
Device Constraint Equation to Network Constraint Equation Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ConstraintIndex
Device State to Network State Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex
Create:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Yfeqx
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];
Elements in Yfeqx of the iDeviceth device

Elements in Yfeqx of the Network

constraint equation number: idev

inet = pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ConstraintIndex[idev]

state number: jdev

jnet = pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex[jdev]

coefficient: vdev=pDev>m_vqQDSCAQCFModel_Yfeqx[idev][jdev]

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Yfeqx[inet][jnet] = vdev;

(14) Formulate network Yfequ
Given:
m_vqQDSCAQCFModel_Yfequ from iDeviceth device
Device Constraint Equation to Network Constraint Equation Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ConstraintIndex
Device Control to Network Control Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex
Create:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Yfequ
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];
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Elements in Yfequ of the iDeviceth device

Elements in Yfequ of the Network

constraint equation number: idev

inet = pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ConstraintIndex[idev]

control number: jdev

jnet = pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex[jdev]

coefficient: vdev=pDev>m_vqQDSCAQCFModel_Yfequ[idev][jdev]

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Yfequ[inet][jnet] = vdev;

(15) Formulate network Ffeqxx
Given:
m_vcQDSCAQCFModel_Ffeqxx from iDeviceth device
Device Constraint Equation to Network Constraint Equation Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ConstraintIndex
Device State Variable to Network State Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex
Create:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffeqxx
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice]
Elements in Ffeqxx of the
Elements in Ffeqxx of the Network
iDeviceth device
constraint equation number:
kdev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffeqxx[iFfeqxx].scubix_k =
pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ConstraintIndex[kdev];

state number: idev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffeqxx[iFfeqxx].scubix_i =
pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex[idev]

state number: jdev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffeqxx[iFfeqxx].scubix_j =
pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex[jdev]
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffeqxx[iFfeqxx].scubix_v= vdev;

Coefficient: vdev
iFfeqxx++;

(16) Formulate network Ffequu
Given:
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m_vcQDSCAQCFModel_Ffequu from iDeviceth device
Device Constraint Equation to Network Constraint Equation Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ConstraintIndex
Device Control Variable to Network Control Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex
Create:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequu
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice]
Elements in Ffequu of the
Elements in Ffequu of the Network
iDeviceth device
constraint equation number:
kdev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequu[iFfequu].scubix_k =
pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ConstraintIndex[kdev];

control number: idev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequu[iFfequu].scubix_i =
pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex[idev]

control number: jdev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequu[iFfequu].scubix_j =
pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex[jdev]
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequu[iFfequu].scubix_v= vdev;

Coefficient: vdev
iFfequu++;

(17) Formulate network Ffequx
Given:
m_vcQDSCAQCFModel_Ffequx from iDeviceth device
Device Constraint Equation to Network Constraint Equation Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ConstraintIndex
Device Control Variable to Network Control Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex
Device State Variable to Network State Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex
Create:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequx
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice]
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Elements in Ffequx of the
iDeviceth device

Elements in Ffequx of the Network

constraint equation number:
kdev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequx[iFfequx].scubix_k =
pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ConstraintIndex[kdev];

control number: idev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequx[iFfequx].scubix_i =
pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex[idev]

state number: jdev

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequx[iFfequx].scubix_j =
pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex[jdev]
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequx[iFfequx].scubix_v= vdev;

Coefficient: vdev
iFfequx++;

(18) Formulate network Cfeq
Given:
m_vlQDSCAQCFModel_Cfeq from iDeviceth device
Device Constraint Equation to Network Constraint Equation Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ConstraintIndex
Create:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Cfeq
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];
Elements in Cfeq of the iDeviceth device

Elements in Cfeq of the Network

constraint equation number: idev

inet = pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ConstraintIndex[idev]

coefficient: vdev=pDev>m_vlQDSCAQCFModel_Cfeq[idev]

pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Cfeq[inet] = vdev;

The general expression of the network SCAQCF model is:
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Connectivity: TerminalNodeName

subject to :

h min  h(x, u)  h max
u min  u  u max

Normalization Factor: StateNormFactor, ThroughNormFactor, ControlNormFactor
Note: All the above variables are in metric system.
where
I(t ) and I(tm ) : the through variables of the network model;

x : external and internal state variables of the network model, x  [x(t ), x(tm )] ;
u : control variables of the network model, u  [u(t ), u(tm )] ;
Ynet ,eqx : matrix defining the linear part for state variables;
Fnet ,eqx : matrices defining the quadratic part for state variables;
Ynet ,equ : matrix defining the linear part for control variables;
Fnet ,equ : matrices defining the quadratic part for control variables;
Fnet ,equx : matrices defining the quadratic part for the product of state and control variables;
Bnet ,eq : history dependent vector of the network model;

N net ,eqx : matrix defining the last integration step state variables part;
N net ,equ : matrix defining the last integration step control variables part;
M net ,eq : matrix defining the last integration step through variables part;
K net ,eq : constant vector of the network model;

TerminalNodeName : terminal names defining the connectivity of the network model;
StateNormFactor: Normalization Factors for the states;
ThroughNormFactor: Normalization Factors for the through and zero variables;
ControlNormFactor: Normalization Factors for the controls;
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h min  h(x, u)  h max : operating constraints,

umin , umax : lower and upper bounds for the control variables;
Ynet , feqx : constraint matrix defining the linear part for state variables;
Fnet , feqx : constraint matrices defining the quadratic part for state variables;
Ynet , fequ : constraint matrix defining the linear part for control variables;
Fnet , fequ : constraint matrices defining the quadratic part for control variables;
Fnet , fequx : constraint matrices defining the quadratic part for the product of state and control

variables;
Cnet , feq : constraint history dependent vector of the network model.
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Appendix C: Construction of Network SCAQCF
Measurement Model
This appendix describes the procedure to form the network SCAQCF measurement model. The
task is achieved by the following two subtasks: (1) Use the mapping lists (states, equations,
controls) formed in Appendix B to create the network SCAQCF measurement model from
device-level SCAQCF measurement models; (2) Add the network KCL equations as additional
virtual measurements to the network measurement model. The detailed procedure is illustrated
below.

Step 1: Use mapping lists to form the network SCAQCF measurement model from device-level
SCAQCF measurement model.

(1) Create network measurement model Ym,x
Given:
m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermX associated with iDeviceth device
Device State Variable to Network State Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermX

Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];
Elements in Ym,x of the iDeviceth device
Elements in Ym,x of the network measurement
measurement model
model
state number: idev = pDevMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermX.slinear_i;

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermX.slinear_i =
pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex[idev];

Coefficient: vdev = pDevMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermX.slinear_v;

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermX.slinear_v =
vdev;
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(2) Create network measurement model Ym,u
Given:
m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermU associated with iDeviceth device
Device Control Variable to Network Control Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermU
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];
Elements in Ym,u of the iDeviceth device
Elements in Ym,u of the network measurement
measurement model
model
Control number: idev = pDevMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermU.slinear_i;

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermU.slinear_i =
pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex[idev];

Coefficient: vdev = pDevMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermU.slinear_v;

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermU.slinear_v =
vdev;

(3) Create network measurement model Fm,x
Given:
m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermX associated with iDeviceth device
Device State Variable to Network State Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermX
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];
Elements in Fm,x of the iDeviceth device
Elements in Fm,x of the network measurement
measurement model
model
State number: idev = pDevMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermX.squad_
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pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermX.squad
_i = pDev-

i;

>pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex[idev]

State number: jdev = pDevMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermX.squad_
j;

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermX.squad
_j = pDev>pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex[jdev]

Coefficient: vdev = pDevMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermX.squad_
v;

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermX.squad
_v = vdev

(4) Create network measurement model Fm,u
Given:
m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermU associated with iDeviceth device
Device Control Variable to Network Control Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermU
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];
Elements in Fm,u of the iDeviceth device
Elements in Fm,u of the network measurement
measurement model
model
Control number: idev = pDevMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermU.squad
_i

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermU.squad
_i = pDev>pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex[idev]

Control number: jdev = pDevMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermU.squad
_j

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermU.squad
_j = pDev>pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex[jdev]

Coefficient: vdev = pDevMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermU.squad
_v

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermU.squad
_v = vdev
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(5) Create network measurement model Fm,ux
Given:
m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermUX associated with iDeviceth device
Device Control Variable to Network Control Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex
Device State Variable to Network State Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermUX
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];
Elements in Fm,ux of the iDeviceth device
measurement model

Elements in Fm,ux of the network
measurement model

Control number: idev = pDevMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermUX.squa
d_i

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermUX.squa
d_i = pDev>pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex[idev];

State number: jdev = pDevMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermUX.squa
d_j

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermUX.squa
d_j = pDev>pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex[jdev];

Coefficient: vdev = pDevMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermUX.squa
d_v

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonlinTermUX.squa
d_v = vdev;

(6) Create Network Measurement Model Nm,x
Given:
m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermX associated with iDeviceth device
Device State Variable to Network State Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermX
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Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];
Elements in Nm,x of the iDeviceth device
Elements in Nm,x of the network measurement
measurement model
model
State number: idev = pDevMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermX.slinear_i

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermX.slinear_i =
pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateIndex[idev]

pNetMeasModelCoefficient: vdev = pDevMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermX.slinear_v =
>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermX.slinear_v
vdev

(7) Create Network Measurement Model Nm,u
Given:
m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermU associated with iDeviceth device
Device Control Variable to Network Control Variable Mapping List:
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermU
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];
Elements in Nm,u of the iDeviceth device
Elements in Nm,u of the network measurement
measurement model
model
Control number: idev = pDevMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermU.slinear_i

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermU.slinear_i =
pDev->
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlIndex[idev]

pNetMeasModelCoefficient: vdev = pDevMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermU.slinear_v =
>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermU.slinear_v
vdev

(8) Create Network Measurement Model Mm
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Given:
m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermI associated with iDeviceth device
Device Equation to Network Equation Mapping List: pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermI
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];
Elements in Mm of the iDeviceth device
Elements in Mm of the network measurement
measurement model
model
Equation number: idev = pDevMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermI.slinear_i

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermI.slinear_i =
pDev-> pQDSCAQCFNetwork_EquIndex[idev]

Coefficient: vdev = pDevMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermI.slinear_v

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermI.slinear_v =
vdev

(9) Create Network Measurement Model Km
Given:
m_vdQDSCAQCFMeasConstantK associated with iDeviceth device
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vdQDSCAQCFMeasConstantK
Process:
pDev=(Device*)vImportedDevices[iDevice];
Elements in Km of the iDeviceth device
Elements in Km of the network measurement
measurement model
model
pNetMeasModelCoefficient: vdev = pDevMeasModel>m_vdQDSCAQCFMeasConstantK.slinear_v
>m_vdQDSCAQCFMeasConstantK.slinear_v
= vdev

(10) vNetworkMeasModel.push_back(pNetMeasModel);

Step 2: Add the network KCL equations as additional virtual measurements to the network
measurement model.
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(1) Determine the network KCL equations and their equation numbers in the whole
network model.
The network SCAQCF model can be categorized into three equation sets. The first equation set
is the terminal through variable equation set. The second equation set contains the network
internal KCL equations. The third equation set consists of all the device internal equations.
Therefore, it’s simple to locate the network KCL equations in the network model.

(2) Add these network KCL internal equations into the network measurement model.
For the kth equation (network KCL equation) in the network model:
(a) Add Yeqx to the network measurement model;
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermX
Process:
Elements in Yeqx of the network
model

Elements in Ym,x of the network measurement
model

state number: i

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermX.slinear_i = i;

Coefficient: v =
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Yeqx[k][i];

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermX.slinear_v = v;

(b) Add Yequ to the network measurement model;
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermU
Process:
Elements in Yequ of the network
model

Elements in Ym,u of the network measurement
model

control number: i

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermU.slinear_i = i;

Coefficient: v =
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Yequ[k][i];

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasLinTermU.slinear_v = v;

(c) Add Feqxx to the network measurement model;
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Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonLinTermX
Process:
Elements in Feqxx of the network
model

Elements in Fm,x of the network measurement
model

state number: i

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonLinTermX.squad_i =
i;

state number: j

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonLinTermX.squad_j =
j;

Coefficient: v

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonLinTermX.squad_v =
v;

(d) Add Fequu to the network measurement model;
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonLinTermU
Process:
Elements in Fequu of the network
model

Elements in Fm,u of the network measurement
model

control number: i

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonLinTermU.squad_i =
i;

control number: j

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonLinTermU.squad_j =
j;

Coefficient: v

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonLinTermU.squad_v =
v;

(e) Add Fequx to the network measurement model;
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonLinTermUX
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Process:
Elements in Fequx of the network
model

Elements in Fm,ux of the network measurement
model

state number: i

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonLinTermUX.squad_i
= i;

control number: j

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonLinTermUX.squad_j
= j;

Coefficient: v

pNetMeasModel>m_vqQDSCAQCFMeasNonLinTermUX.squad_v
= v;

(f) Add Neqx to the network measurement model;
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermX
Process:
Elements in Neqx of the network
model

Elements in Nm,x of the network measurement
model

state number: i

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermX.slinear_i = i;

Coefficient: v =
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Neqx[k][i];

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermX.slinear_v = v;

(g) Add Nequ to the network measurement model;
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermU
Process:
Elements in Nequ of the network
model
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Elements in Nm,u of the network measurement
model

control number: i

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermU.slinear_i = i;

Coefficient: v =
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Nequ[k][i];

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermU.slinear_v = v;

(h) Add Meq to the network measurement model;
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermI
Process:
Elements in Meq of the network
model

Elements in Mm of the network measurement
model

through variable number: i

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermI.slinear_i = i;

Coefficient: v =
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Meq[k][i];

pNetMeasModel>m_vlQDSCAQCFMeasPastTermI.slinear_v = v;

(i) Add Keq to the measurement model;
Create:
pNetMeasModel-> m_vdQDSCAQCFMeasConstantK
Process:
Elements in Keq of the network
model
Coefficient: v =
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Keqx[k];

Elements in Nm,x of the network measurement
model
pNetMeasModel>m_vdQDSCAQCFMeasConstantK = v;

The final expression for the network SCAQCF measurement model is:
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Cnetm  N netm , x x(t  h)  N netm,u u(t  h)  M netm i (t  h)  K netm

Measurement noise error: dMeterScale, dMeterSigmaPU
Note: All the above variables are in metric system.
where:
z : measurement variables at both time t and time tm, z  [z(t ), z(tm )] ;

x : external and internal state variables of the measurement model, x  [x(t ), x(tm )] ;
u : control variables of the measurement model, i.e. transformer tap, etc. u  [u(t ), u(tm )] ;
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Ynetm , x : matrix defining the linear part for state variables of the network measurement model;
Fnetm, x : matrices defining the quadratic part for state variables of the network measurement model;

Ynetm ,u : matrix defining the linear part for control variables of the network measurement model;
Fnetm,u : matrices defining the quadratic part for control variables of the network measurement

model;
Fnetm , xu : matrices defining the quadratic part for the product of state and control variables of the

network measurement model;
Cnetm : history dependent vector of the network measurement model;
N netm , x : matrix defining the last integration step state variables part of the network measurement

model;
N netm ,u : matrix defining the last integration step control variables part of the network

measurement model;
M netm : matrix defining the last integration step through variables part of the network
measurement model;
K netm : constant vector of the network measurement model;
dMeterScale : the scale that meters use (in metric units);
dMeterSigmaPU : the standard deviation for the measurements (in per. unit).
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Appendix D: Device Operating Constraints
This appendix lists some typical devices in the distribution system and illustrates the operating
constraints of these devices. As described in Section 3.2, the device operating constraints are
stored in h min  h(x, u)  h max , and the formation algorithm of network operating constraints
(introduced in Section 4.3) works directly on these device-level operating constraints.

Operating Constraints of Distribution Lines and Single-Phase Circuits
The operating constraint of a distribution line or a single-phase circuit is that the current phasor
magnitude shall be less than the ampacity of the line conductor at each phase. The general
expression for the operating constraint using variables in Figure D.1 is:
0  I ABCN  I ampacity , and
0  I abcn  I ampacity ,

(D.1)
(D.2)

where I ABCN denotes the current phasors at one terminal of the line, I abcn denotes the current
phasors at the other terminal of the line, and I ampacity is the ampacity of the line conductor.
The quadratic form of the operating constraint is:
2
2
2

0  I ABCN ,real  I ABCN ,imag  I ampacity
2k
2k
2 k 1 2 k 1
2
, (D.3)
 0   Yeqx

,iYeqx , j xi x j   Yeqx ,i Yeqx , j xi x j  I ampacity
2
2
2
0

I

I

I
i
j
i
j

abcn
,
real
abcn
,
imag
ampacity


where I ABCN ,real and I ABCN ,imag are the real and imaginary part of the current phasors at one
terminal of the line, I abcn ,real and I abcn ,imag are the real and imaginary part of the current phasors at
the other terminal of the line, the superscript k represents the terminal k of the SCAQCF device
2k
2k
model, Yeqx
,i represents the i-th element of the 2k-th row of the matrix Yeqx , Yeqx , j represents the j2 k 1
th element of the 2k-th row of the matrix Yeqx , Yeqx
,i represents the i-th element of the (2k+1)-th
2 k 1
row of the matrix Yeqx , Yeqx
, j represents the j-th element of the (2k+1)-th row of the matrix Yeqx ,

xi is the i-th state of the device, and x j is the j-th state of the device.

I ABCN

I abcn

Figure D.1: Distribution Line
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Operating Constraints of Residential Loads
The operating constraint of a residential load is that the voltage magnitude shall be larger than
0.95 p.u. but less than 1.05 p.u. The load model is shown in Figure D.2. The general expression
of the operating constraint is:
0.95Vrated  VL1  1.05Vrated
0.95Vrated  VL 2  1.05Vrated

,

(D.4)

where
VL1  VL21,real  VL21,imag
VL 2  VL22,real  VL22,imag

.

(D.5)

The quadratic form of the operating constraint is:
2
2
0.95Vrated
 VL21,real  VL21,imag  1.05Vrated
2
2
0.95Vrated
 VL22,real  VL22,imag  1.05Vrated

,

(D.6)

where VL1 and VL 2 are the voltage phasors at L1 and L2, VL1,real and VL1,imag are the real and
imaginary parts of VL1 , VL 2, real and VL 2,imag are the real and imaginary parts of VL 2 , and Vrated is
the rated voltage of the load.

Figure D.2: Balanced Load at the Secondary Bus (Residential Load)

Operating Constraint of a Transformer with Secondary Center Tap
The operating constraint of a transformer with the secondary center tap is that the magnitude of
the current phasor through the primary side shall be less than the rated current value. The general
expression for the operating constraint using variables in Figure D.3 is:
0  I 0  I rated ,
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(D.7)

where I 0 is the current phasor through the primary side of the transformer, I rated is the rated
current at the primary side of the transformer.
The quadratic form of the operating constraint is:
2
0
0
1
1
2
, (D.8)
0  I 0,2 real  I 0,2 imag  I rated
 0   Yeqx
,iYeqx , j xi x j   Yeqx ,iYeqx , j xi x j  I rated
i

j

i

j

0
where I 0,real and I 0,imag are the real and imaginary parts of phasor I 0 , Yeqx
,i represents the i-th
0
element of the first row of the matrix Yeqx , Yeqx
, j represents the j-th element of the first row of the
1
1
matrix Yeqx , Yeqx
,i represents the i-th element of the second row of the matrix Yeqx , Yeqx , j

represents the j-th element of the second row of the matrix Yeqx , xi is the i-th state of the device,
and x j is the j-th state of the device.
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Figure D.3: Transformer with Secondary Center Tap

Operating Constraint of the Battery
The operating constraints of the battery are: (1) the DC current shall be less than the ampacity of
the battery; (2) the state of charge (SOC) of the battery shall be in a proper range. The general
expression is:
 I DC ,max  I ADr  I DC ,max , and

0.1SOCmax  SOC  1.0SOCmax ,

(D.9)
(D.10)

where I ADr is the current output of the battery, I DC ,max is the maximum output current, SOCmax is
the maximum charge the battery can hold, and the unit of SOCmax is kilo-Coulombs.
Since the operating constraint of the battery is linear, the quadratic expression of the operating
constraint is the same as the operating constraint listed above.
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Figure D.4: Battery

Operating Constraint of the Converter
The operating constraints of the converter are: (1) both the DC and AC currents shall be less than
the corresponding rated current value; (2) the modulation index of the converter shall be in a
proper range; (3) the output real and imaginary power shall be less than the rated power.
The general expression of these constraints is:
0  I ADr  I DC ,rated ,

(D.11)

0  I abc  I AC ,rated ,

(D.12)

0  m  1.0 ,

(D.13)

2
,
0.0  Pac2  Qac2  S rated

(D.14)

2
2
0.0  Pref2  Qref
 Srated
,

(D.15)

where I ADr is the DC current of the converter, I DC , rated is the rated DC current value of the
converter, I abc denotes the current phasors at AC side of the converter, I AC , rated is the rated AC
current value of the converter, m is the modulation index of the SPWM converter, Pac and Qac
are the output real and reactive power, Pref and Qref are the desired output active and reactive
power of the converter, and Srated is the rated power of the converter.
The quadratic form of the operating constraint is:
0  I ADr  I DC ,max ,
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(D.16)

2
2
2
2k
2k
2 k 1 2 k 1
2
, (D.17)
0  I real
 I imag
 I rated
 0   Yeqx
,iYeqx , j xi x j   Yeqx ,i Yeqx , j xi x j  I rated
i

j

i

j

0  m  1.0 ,

(D.18)

2
,
0.0  Pac2  Qac2  S rated

(D.19)

2
2
,
0.0  Pref2  Qref
 Srated

(D.20)

2k
where the superscript k represents the terminal k of the SCAQCF device model, Yeqx
,i represents
2k
the i-th element of the 2k-th row of the matrix Yeqx , Yeqx
, j represents the j-th element of the 2k-th
2 k 1
row of the matrix Yeqx , Yeqx
,i represents the i-th element of the 2k+1-th row of the matrix Yeqx ,
2 k 1
Yeqx
, j represents the j-th element of the 2k+1-th row of the matrix Yeqx , xi is the i-th state of the

device, and x j is the j-th state of the device.
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Figure D.5: Converter
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Appendix E: Construction of Equality Constraints in
Quadratized OPF Problem
This appendix introduces the procedure to form the equality constraints in the quadratized OPF
problem from the network SCAQCF model. The equality constraints are defined in section 5.1,
and the network SCAQCF model is defined in section 4.3. The problem is stated as follows.
Given the network SCAQCF model, we compute the equality constraints. The end result is
stored in the following arrays.

double**
pEquConstraint_Yeqx;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Equ by nQDSCAQCFNetwork_State;
Coefficients of the linear state variables for the equality constraints.
It stores the entry’s row number, column number and entry value.
double**
pEquConstraint_Yequ;
Dimension: pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Equ by nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Control;
Coefficients of the linear control variables for the equality constraints.
It stores the entry’s row number, column number and entry value.
SP_CUBIX* pEquConstraint_Feqxx;
Dimension: SP_CUBIX[nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Feqxx]
Coefficients of the quadratic state variables for the equality constraints.
It stores the entry’s row number, column number, entry value and its position in the
quadratic term.
SP_CUBIX* pEquConstraint_Fequu;
Dimension: SP_CUBIX[nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Fequu];
Coefficients of the quadratic control variables for the equality constraints.
It stores the entry’s row number, column number, entry value and its position in the
quadratic term.
SP_CUBIX* pEquConstraint_Fequx;
Dimension: SP_CUBIX[nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Fequx]
Coefficients of the production of state and control variables for the equality constraints.
It stores the entry’s row number, column number, entry value and its position in the
quadratic term.
double**
pEquConstraint_Neqx;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Equ by nQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateOver2;
Coefficients of the past state variables for the equality constraints.
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It stores the entry’s row number, column number and entry value.
double**
pEquConstraint_Nequ;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Equ by nQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlOver2;
Coefficients of the past control variables for the equality constraints.
It stores the entry’s row number, column number and entry value.
double**
pEquConstraint_Meq;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Equ by nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Node * 2;
Coefficients of the past through variables for the equality constraints.
It stores the entry’s row number, column number and entry value.
double*
pEquConstraint_Keq;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Equ by 1;
Constant vectors for the equality constraints.
It stores the entry’s row number and entry value.
CString*
pEquConstraint_NodeName;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Node by 1;
It stores the network node names.
double*
pEquConstraint_StateNormFactor;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_State by 1;
Normalization factors of the states.
It stores the entry’s row number and entry value.
double*
pEquConstraint_ThroughNormFactor;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Equ by 1;
Normalization factors of the through variables.
It stores the entry’s row number and entry value.
double*
pEquConstraint_ControlNormFactor;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Control by 1;
Normalization factors of the control variables.
It stores the entry’s row number and entry value.
The array formation procedure for this subsection is simple. As a matter of fact, the arrays
defined in this subsection are copied from the corresponding arrays of the network.
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Equality Constraints Arrays Formation
(1) pEquConstraint_Yeqx is copied from pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Yeqx ( Yeqx ) of the network
model;
(2) pEquConstraint_Yequ is copied from pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Yequ ( Yequ ) of the network
model;
(3) pEquConstraint_Feqxx is copied from pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Feqxx ( Feqxx ) of the
network model;
(4) pEquConstraint_Fequu is copied from pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Fequu ( Fequu ) of the
network model;
(5) pEquConstraint_Fequx is copied from pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Fequx ( Fequx ) of the
network model;
(6) pEquConstraint_Neqx is copied from pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Neqx ( N eqx ) of the network
model;
(7) pEquConstraint_Nequ is copied from pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Nequ ( N equ ) of the network
model;
(8) pEquConstraint_Meq is copied from pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Meq ( M eq ) of the network
model;
(9) pEquConstraint_Keq is copied from pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Keq ( K eq ) of the network
model;
(10) pEquConstraint_NodeName is copied from pQDSCAQCFNetowork_NodeName of the
network model;
(11) pEquConstraint_StateNormFactor is copied from
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateNormFactor of the network model;
(12) pEquConstraint_ThroughNormFactor is copied from
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ThroughNormFactor of the network model;
(13) pEquConstraint_ControlNormFactor is copied from
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_ControlNormFactor of the network model.
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Appendix F: Construction of Inequality Constraints in
Quadratized OPF Problem
This appendix introduces the procedure to form the inequality constraints in the quadratized OPF
problem from the network SCAQCF model. The inequality constraints are defined in section 5.2,
and the network SCAQCF model is defined in section 4.3. The problem is stated as follows.
Given the network SCAQCF model, we compute the inequality constraints. The end result is
stored in the following arrays.

double**
pInEquConstraint_Yeqx;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Constraint * 2 by nQDSCAQCFNetwork_State;
Coefficients of the linear state variables for the inequality constraints.
It stores the entry’s row number, column number and entry value.
double**
pInEquConstraint_Yequ;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Constraint * 2 by nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Control;
Coefficients of the linear control variables for the inequality constraints.
It stores the entry’s row number, column number and entry value.
SP_CUBIX* pInEquConstraint_Feqxx;
Dimension: SP_CUBIX[nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffeqxx * 2];
Coefficients of the quadratic state variables for the inequality constraints.
It stores the entry’s row number, column number, entry value and its position in the
quadratic term.
SP_CUBIX* pInEquConstraint_Fequu;
Dimension: SP_CUBIX[nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequu * 2]
Coefficients of the quadratic control variables for the inequality constraints.
It stores the entry’s row number, column number, entry value and its position in the
quadratic term.
SP_CUBIX* pInEquConstraint_Fequx;
Dimension: SP_CUBIX[nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequx * 2]
Coefficients of the production of state and control variables for the inequality constraints.
It stores the entry’s row number, column number, entry value and its position in the
quadratic term.
double*
pInEquConstraint_Ceqc;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Constraint * 2 by 1;
History dependent vectors for the inequality constraints.
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It stores the entry’s row number and entry value.
The arrays are formed as follows.
(1) Formulate pInEquConstraint_Yeqx;
Elements in Yfeqx in the network
model

Elements in pInEquConstraint_Yeqx

constraint equation number: inet
state number: jnet
coefficient: vnet=
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Yfeqx[inet
][jnet]

pInEquConstraint_Yeqx[inet][jnet] = -vdev;
pInEquConstraint_Yeqx[inet+nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Const
raint][jnet] = vdev;

(2) Formulate pInEquConstraint_Yequ;
Elements in Yfequ in the network
model

Elements in pInEquConstraint_Yequ

constraint equation number: inet
control number: jnet
coefficient: vnet=
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Yfequ[inet
][jnet]

pInEquConstraint_Yequ[inet][jnet]= -vdev;
pInEquConstraint_Yequ[inet+nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Const
raint][jnet] = vdev;

(3) Formulate pInEquConstraint_Feqxx;
Elements in Ffeqxx in the
network model

Elements in pInEquConstraint_Feqxx
pInEquConstraint_Feqxx[iFeqxx].scubix_k = knet;

constraint equation number:
knet

pInEquConstraint_Feqxx[iFeqxx +
nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffeqxx].scubix_k = knet +
nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Constraint;
pInEquConstraint_Feqxx[iFeqxx].scubix_i = inet;

state number: inet
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pInEquConstraint_Feqxx[iFeqxx +
nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffeqxx].scubix_i = inet;

pInEquConstraint_Feqxx[iFeqxx].scubix_j = jnet;
state number: jnet

pInEquConstraint_Feqxx[iFeqxx +
nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffeqxx].scubix_j = jnet;
pInEquConstraint_Feqxx[iFeqxx].scubix_v = -vnet;

Coefficient: vnet

pInEquConstraint_Feqxx[iFeqxx +
nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffeqxx].scubix_v = vnet;
iFeqxx++;

(4) Formulate pInEquConstraint_Fequu;
Elements in Ffequu in the
network model

Elements in pInEquConstraint_Fequu
pInEquConstraint_Fequu[iFequu].scubix_k = knet;

constraint equation number: knet

pInEquConstraint_Fequu[iFequu +
nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequu].scubix_k = knet +
nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Constraint;
pInEquConstraint_Fequu[iFequu].scubix_i = inet;

control number: inet

pInEquConstraint_Fequu[iFequu +
nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequu].scubix_i = inet;
pInEquConstraint_Fequu[iFequu].scubix_j = jnet;

control number: jnet

pInEquConstraint_Fequu[iFequu +
nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequu].scubix_j = jnet;
pInEquConstraint_Fequu[iFequu].scubix_v = -vnet;

Coefficient: vnet

pInEquConstraint_Fequu[iFequu +
nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequu].scubix_v = vnet;
iFequu++;

(5) Formulate pInEquConstraint_Fequx;
Elements in Ffequx in the
network model

Elements in pInEquConstraint_Fequx
pInEquConstraint_Fequx[iFequx].scubix_k = knet;

constraint equation number: knet
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pInEquConstraint_Fequx[iFequx +
nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequx].scubix_k = knet +

nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Constraint;
pInEquConstraint_Fequx[iFequx].scubix_i = inet;
control number: inet

pInEquConstraint_Fequx[iFequx +
nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequx].scubix_i = inet;
pInEquConstraint_Fequx[iFequx].scubix_j = jnet;

state number: jnet

pInEquConstraint_Fequx[iFequx +
nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequx].scubix_j = jnet;
pInEquConstraint_Fequx[iFequx].scubix_v = -vnet;

Coefficient: vnet

pInEquConstraint_Fequx[iFequx +
nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Ffequx].scubix_v = vnet;
iFequx++;

(6) Formulate pInEquConstraint_Ceqc;
Elements in Cfeqc in the network
model

Elements in pInEquConstraint_Ceqc

constraint equation number: knet
coefficient: vnet=
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_Cfeqc[knet]
hminnet =
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_hmin[knet]
hmaxnet =
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_hmax[knet]
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pInEquConstraint_Ceqc[knet] = -vnet + hminnet;
pInEquConstraint_Ceqc[knet +
nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Constraint] = vnet; hmaxnet;

Appendix G: Construction of Control Constraints in
Quadratized OPF Problem
This appendix introduces the procedure to form the control constraints in the quadratized OPF
problem from the network SCAQCF model. The control constraints are defined in section 5.3,
and the network SCAQCF model is defined in section 4.3. The problem is stated as follows.
Given the control constraints from the network SCAQCF model, we compute the control
constraints of the OPF problem. The end result is stored in the following arrays.

double**
pControlConstraint_umin;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Control by 1;
Minimum values for the control variables.
double**
pControlConstraint_umax;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Control by 1;
Maximum values for the control variables.
The array formation procedure is simple. As a matter of fact, the defined arrays are copied from
the corresponding arrays of the network.

Control Constraints Arrays Formation
(1) pControlConstraint_umin is copied from pQDSCAQCFNetwork_umin ( umin ) of the
network model;
(2) pControlConstraint_umax is copied from pQDSCAQCFNetwork_umax ( umax ) of the
network model;
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Appendix H: Construction of the Objective Function in
Quadratized OPF Problem
This appendix introduces the procedure to form the objective function in the quadratized OPF
problem from the network SCAQCF model. The objective function is defined in section 5.4, and
the network SCAQCF model is defined in section 4.3. The problem is stated as follows. Given
the network node name list and its network index from the network SCAQCF model, we
compute the objective function of the OPF problem. The end result is stored in the following
arrays.

double*
pObjFunction_Yeqx;
Dimension: 1 by nQDSCAQCFNetwork_State;
Coefficients of the linear state variables in the objective function.
It stores the entry’s column number and entry value.
double*
pObjFunction_Yequ;
Dimension: 1 by nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Control;
Coefficients of the linear control variables in the objective function.
It stores the entry’s column number and entry value.
double
pObjFunction_Ceqc;
Dimension: 1 by 1;
Constant value in the objective function
double**
pObjFunction_Feqxx;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_State by nQDSCAQCFNetwork_State;
Coefficients of the quadratic state variables in the objective function.
It stores the entry’s row number, column number and entry value in the quadratic term.
double**
pObjFunction_Fequu;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Control by nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Control;
Coefficients of the quadratic control variables in the objective function.
It stores the entry’s row number, column number and entry value in the quadratic term.
double**
pObjFunction_Fequx;
Dimension: nQDSCAQCFNetwork_State by nQDSCAQCFNetwork_Control;
Coefficients of the production of state and control variables in the objective function.
It stores the entry’s row number, column number and entry value in the quadratic term.
The arrays are formed as follows.
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The objective function after expansion is:
2

 Vi ,mag  Vi ,target 
minimize : J 



 iVi ,target 
iselected nodes/phases 
1
2
1

Vi ,2mag 
Vi ,mag 



2 2
2
2
iselected nodes/phases  i Vi ,target
iselected nodes/phases  i Vi ,target
iselected nodes/phases  i
Notice that the objective function only contains coefficients of the linear state variables,
coefficients of the quadratic state variables and the constant value.
1
iselected nodes/phases  V

is stored in pObjFunction_Feqxx;

2
iselected nodes/phases  V

is stored in pObjFunction_Yeqx;



2 2
i i ,target





2
i i ,target

1

iselected nodes/phases

 i2

is stored in pObjFunction_Ceqc.

(1) Formulate pObjFunction_Yeqx;
Process:
Go through all the node names (pQDSCAQCFNetwork_NodeName) in this network, find
the node names with “_MG”;
Node names with “_MG” in the
network

Create pObjFunction_Yeqx
Optimal node number in the network: inet =
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_OptimalNodeNumber[i];
State Number: jnet = inet * 2;

node number: i

Coefficient: v = -2 / (  2jnet *
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateNormFactor[jnet]);
pObjFunction_Yeqx[jnet] = v;

(2) Formulate pObjFunction_Yequ;
Process:
In this case, pObjFunction_Yequ = 0;
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(3) Formulate pObjFunction_Ceqc;
Process:
Go through all the node names (pQDSCAQCFNetwork_NodeName) in this network, find
the node names with “_MG”;
Node names with “_MG” in the
network

Create pObjFunction_Ceqc
Optimal node number in the network: inet =
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_OptimalNodeNumber[i];

node number: i

State Number: jnet = inet * 2;
Coefficient: v = 1 /  2jnet ;
pObjFunction_Ceqc = pObjFunction_Ceqc + v;

(4) Formulate pObjFunction_Feqxx;
Process:
Go through all the node names (pQDSCAQCFNetwork_NodeName) in this network, find
the node names with “_MG”;
Node names with “_MG” in the
network

Create pObjFunction_Feqxx
Optimal node number in the network: inet =
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_OptimalNodeNumber[i];
State Number: jnet = inet * 2;

node number: i

Coefficient: v = 1 / (  2jnet *
pQDSCAQCFNetwork_StateNormFactor[jnet]^2);
pObjFunction_Feqxx[jnet][jnet] = v;

(5) Formulate pObjFunction_Fequu;
Process:
In this case, pObjFunction_Fequu = 0;

(6) Formulate pObjFunction_Fequx;
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Process:
In this case, pObjFunction_Fequx = 0;
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Appendix I: Linearization of the Quadratized OPF
Problem
This appendix introduces the linearization of the quadratized OPF problem using co-state method.
The general expression of the quadratized OPF problem is described in section 5. Since the
control constraints are linear and the equality constraints are already taken into account when
linearizing the objective function and inequalities, this appendix will illustrate the method to
linearize the objective function and inequality constraints.

I.1: Linearization of the Objective Function
Denote the present operating condition with u  u 0 and x  x0 . Linearization of the objective
function J  x, u  around the present operating point, yields:
J  x, u   J  x , u  
0

0

dJ  x0 , u 0 
du

u  u  ,
0

(I.1)

where
dJ  x0 , u 0 
du



J  x0 , u 0 
u

J  x0 , u 0  dx
.

x
du

(I.2)

Since the objective function is quadratic and all the coefficient matrices have been defined and
J  x0 , u 0 
J  x0 , u 0 
formed in Section 5, the partial derivatives
and
can be computed
u
x
directly:
J  x0 , u 0 
u
J  x0 , u 0 
x

i
i
i
 Yobju  u 0,T Fobju
u0   Fobjux
x0  , and
  Fobju

(I.3)

i
i
i
 Yobjx  x0,T Fobjx
x0   u 0,T Fobjux
  Fobjx
.

(I.4)

T

T

T

dx
is obtained from the equality constraints g  x, u   0 . Upon differentiation of
du
the equality constraints, with respect to control variable u , we have

The derivative

g  x0 , u 0 
u
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g  x 0 , u 0  dx

0.
x
du

(I.5)

The solution of

dx
is:
du
 g  x 0 , u 0   g  x 0 , u 0 
dx
.

 


du
x
u


1

(I.6)

Since the equality constraints are also quadratic and all the coefficient matrices have been
g  x0 , u 0 
g  x0 , u 0 
defined and formed in Section 5, the partial derivatives
and
are
x
u
automatically computed as follows,
g  x0 , u 0 
u

g  x0 , u 0 
x

Back substitution in

i
i
 Yequ  u 0,T Fequ
x0  , and
  Fequi u0   Fequx

(I.7)

i
i
 Yeqx  x0,T Feqx
  Feqxi x0   u0,T Fequx
.

(I.8)

T

T

dJ  x0 , u 0 
du

dJ  x 0 , u 0 
du

T



yields:
J  x 0 , u 0 
u

J  x 0 , u 0   g  x 0 , u 0   g  x 0 , u 0 
.





x
x
u


1

(I.9)

J  x 0 , u 0   g  x 0 , u 0  

 is the co-state vector that is independent of the control
Note that


x
x


variables, and it is pre-computed at the present operating point. The vector is represented by xˆ J ,
and we have:
1

J  x 0 , u 0   g  x 0 , u 0  

 .
ˆx J 


x
x


1

(I.10)

Therefore, the linearization of the objective function around the present operating point is:

 J  x 0 , u 0 
g  x 0 , u 0  
  u  u0  .
J  x, u   J  x , u   
 xˆ J


u
u


0

0

(I.11)

Substitute the current operating point (x0, u0) into (I.11), we have the final expression of the
linearized objective function:

J  c T u  d J ,
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(I.12)

where u is the increment of the control variable u ,

u  u  u 0 ,

(I.13)

c is the linear coefficient vector of u ,

c 
T

dJ  x0 , u 0 
du



J  x 0 , u 0 
u

 xˆ j

g  x 0 , u 0 
u

,

(I.14)

d J is a constant value,

d J  J  x0 , u 0  .

(I.15)

I.2: Linearization of the Inequality Constraints
The inequality constraints are linearized in a similar way. Denote the present operating condition
with u  u 0 and x  x0 . Linearization of h  x0 , u0  around the present operating point, yields:
h  x, u   h  x 0 , u 0  

dh  x0 , u 0 
du

u  u  ,
0

(I.16)

where
dh  x0 , u 0 
du



h  x0 , u 0 
u

h  x0 , u 0  dx
.

x
du

(I.17)

Since the inequality constraints are also quadratic and all the coefficient matrices have been
h  x 0 , u 0 
h  x 0 , u 0 
defined and formed in Section 5, the partial derivatives
and
are
u
x
computed directly:
h  x0 , u 0 
u
h  x0 , u 0 
x

i
i
i
 Yinequ  u 0,T Finequ
u 0   Finequx
x0  , and
  Finequ

(I.18)

i
i
i
 Yineqx  x0,T Fineqx
x0   u 0,T Finequx
  Fineqx
.

(I.19)

T

The computation of the derivative
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T

T

dx
has been illustrated in Appendix H.1:
du

 g  x 0 , u 0   g  x 0 , u 0 
dx
.

 


du
x
u


1

Back substitution in

dh  x 0 , u 0 
du

dh  x 0 , u 0 
du



(I.20)

yields:
h  x 0 , u 0 
u

h  x 0 , u 0   g  x 0 , u 0  





x
x



1

g  x 0 , u 0 
u

.

(I.21)

h  x 0 , u 0   g  x 0 , u 0  

 is the co-state vector that is independent of the control
Note that


x
x


variables, and it is pre-computed at the present operating point. The vector is represented by xˆ h ,
and we have:
1

h  x 0 , u 0   g  x 0 , u 0  

 .
ˆxh 


x
x


1

(I.22)

Therefore, the linearization of the inequality constraints around the present operating point is:

 h  x0 , u 0 
g  x0 , u 0  
 u  u0  .
h  x, u   h  x , u   
 xˆ h


u
u


0

0

(I.23)

Substitute the current operating point (x0, u0) into (I.23), we have the final expression of the
linearized inequality constraint:

au  dh  0

(I.24)

where u is the increment of the control variable u ,

u  u  u 0 ,

(I.25)

a is the linear coefficient matrix of u ,

a

dh  x0 , u 0 
du



h  x 0 , u 0 
u

 xˆ h

g  x 0 , u 0 
u

,

(I.26)

and d h is the constant value vector,

dh  h  x 0 , u 0  .
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